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The State files this Notice of Lodging pursuant to Civil Rule 5.4(g)(3).  The documents 

being lodged pursuant to Rule 5.4(e) are: Exhibit B, an unredacted version of the Complaint 

with yellow highlights of the parts that (post-meet and confer) Google will timely seek to seal 

pursuant to Rule 5.4(g)(4); Exhibit C, unredacted copies of the Complaint’s non-public exhibits 

with green highlights for portions the State believes at a minimum should not be sealed; and 

Exhibit F, an exhibit identifying “buckets” of information in the Complaint to facilitate the 

Court’s determination of what, if any, portions meet Rule 5.4(c)(2)’s requirements for sealing. 

I. PROCEDURAL POSTURE AND THE STATE’S REQUESTS 

This lodging is the first step in the process of determining what parts of the Complaint 

should be under seal, if any.  The next step in the process is Google filing a timely motion to 

seal.  In expectation of that filing, the State respectfully makes two requests.  First, that the 

Court deny in full any motion to seal by Google pursuant to 5.4(g)(4), as the Complaint and 

exhibits that the State is lodging here do not contain materials that meet the strict requirements 

of 5.4(c)(2).  Second, to the extent the Court orders any sealing, it should carefully limit the 

amount sealed so that the “proposed restriction … is no greater than necessary to preserve the 

confidentiality of information subject to the overriding interest.”  See Rule 5.4(c)(2)(C). 

II. BACKGROUND 

This case arises from an investigation under the Consumer Fraud Act, A.R.S. § 44-1521 

et seq., into deceptive and unfair acts and practices that relate to Google’s collection, use, 

storage, and (lack of) deletion of its users’ location data.  See, e.g., Complaint ¶¶22-32. 

On August 13, 2018, the Associated Press published Google tracks your movements, like 

it or not, discussing Google’s Location History service, which enables users to view where they 

have been.  At the time, Google informed its users, “with Location History off, the places you 

go are no longer stored.”  But the article revealed that this statement was blatantly false—even 

with Location History off, Google surreptitiously collects users’ location information through 

another setting called Web & App Activity and uses that information to sell ads.  The AG’s 

investigation confirmed the findings of the AP article, and also uncovered widespread and 

systematic use of deceptive and unfair acts and practices by Google to obtain users’ location 
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information—including as part of activating and setting up the user’s Android phone after 

purchase; advertising its devices and services to users; selling ad placements to advertisers; and 

serving ads to users as part of Google’s lucrative advertising business.   

The governing statutory framework gives the Attorney General (“AG”) investigative 

powers, A.R.S. § 44-1524, and provides that information or evidence provided during an 

investigation “shall be confidential and shall not be made public unless in the judgment of the 

attorney general the ends of justice and the public interest will be served by the publication 

thereof, provided that the names of the interested parties shall not be made public.”  A.R.S. § 44-

1525.  During the investigation, the parties executed a Confidentiality Agreement.  April 12, 

2019 Agreement.  (Ex. A). That Agreement acknowledges the framework of A.R.S. § 44-1525, 

and also allows Google to “mark as ‘Confidential’ any materials or information it produces or 

otherwise discloses to the AGO that Google reasonably believes contains sensitive information 

(‘Designated Materials’).”  (Id. ¶ 3).  Google marked “Confidential” the vast majority of 

information and materials provided during the investigation, regardless of whether they actually 

contain “sensitive information.”  The State has never agreed with Google’s designations. 

The Agreement recognizes that the State may use Designated Materials in connection 

with litigation arising from the investigation.  The Agreement also allows the State to file 

Designated Materials in the public record, so long as it “either file[s] the Designated Materials 

under seal or afford[s] Google at least 10 days advanced notice, in either case consistent with the 

applicable rules, regulations, and/or orders of the relevant tribunal.”  (Id. ¶ 9).  Importantly, “the 

AGO reserve[d] the right to oppose any request for sealing, to ask the court to unseal Designated 

Materials, and/or to challenge any confidentiality designations by Google, in each case in whole 

or in part.”  (Id.).  Google bears “the burden of defending its designations.”  (Id.). 

On May 27, 2020, the State filed a Complaint against Google for violations of the 

Consumer Fraud Act.  The Complaint details extensive unfair and deceptive acts and practices 

by Google, with citations to documents and testimony obtained during the AG’s investigation.  

The Complaint also describes Google’s efforts to delay and impede the investigation.  The State 

spent considerable time drafting the Complaint in a manner to exclude materials it believed 
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would meet the requirements of Rule 5.4(c)(2) for filing under seal.  But to permit the parties to 

follow the Rule 5.4(g) process, the State redacted any material Google had designated 

“Confidential” during the investigation, and also allegations relying upon such information.  

On the same day (May 27), the State provided notice to Google as follows: “[I]t is the 

judgment of the Attorney General that, consistent with Arizona Rule of Civil Procedure 5.4, the 

ends of justice and the public interest will be served by making these materials public, see 

A.R.S. § 44-1525.”  The State further provided 10 days’ notice to Google, pursuant to ¶9 of the 

Confidentiality Agreement, that the State intends to file the entire unredacted Complaint 

(including exhibits) in the public record.  On July 15, 2020, Google confirmed that it seeks to 

seal “all information that is redacted in the version of the Complaint filed publicly on May 27, 

2020,” including a vast majority of the exhibits.  (Ex. D).  The only exceptions were seven 

exhibits that Google has agreed could be filed publicly—subject to heavy redactions.  The State 

is filing these redacted exhibits publicly.   

During the meet-and-confer process (which spanned six weeks and included many hours 

of telephone calls and extensive written correspondence), Google offered no real justification for 

sealing any of the information and materials that it seeks to seal, much less all of it.  The State 

disagrees with Google’s attempt to seal any portion of the Complaint or exhibits and now 

submits this Notice so that Google can defend its proposed sealing and redactions to the Court.  

III. ARGUMENT 

A. The Requirements in Rule 5.4 Apply to the State’s Complaint and Exhibits. 

Under Rule 5.4(c)(2), the Court may seal a “document” only if it expressly finds (i) “an 

overriding interest exists that supports filing the document under seal and overcomes the right of 

public access to it,” (ii) a “substantial probability exists” that the party seeking to file under seal 

would be prejudiced without the sealing of materials, (iii) “the proposed restriction on public 

access to the document is no greater than necessary to preserve the confidentiality of the 

information subject to the overriding interest,” and (iv) “no reasonable, less restrictive 

alternative exists to preserve the confidentiality of the information subject to the overriding 

interest.”  Rule 5.4(b)(1) broadly defines a “document” as “any filing, exhibit, record, or other 
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documentary material to be filed or lodged with the court.”  The Complaint and exhibits clearly 

fall within the definition of a “document,” and thus Google must satisfy the four requirements in 

Rule 5.4(c)(2) if any portion of the State’s Complaint or exhibits are to be sealed. 

B. The Public Also has a Constitutional Right to Access the State’s Complaint 
and Exhibits. 

Rule 5.4(c)(2)’s “substantive standards are drawn from federal and Arizona case law, and 

reflect the constitutional presumption favoring the public’s right of access to court proceedings.”  

Rule 5.4, comment 3; see also Ariz. R. Supreme Ct. 123(c)(1) (“Historically, this state has 

always favored open government and an informed citizenry. In the tradition, the records in all 

courts and administrative offices of the Judicial Department of the State of Arizona are 

presumed to be open to any member of the public . . . .”).  The constitutional right of public 

access is strongly presumed for “civil proceedings and associated records and documents,” 

including the case-initiating complaint.  Courthouse News Serv. v. Planet, 750 F.3d 776, 786 

(9th Cir. 2014).  The public’s right of access under the Arizona Constitution is even broader than 

under the U.S. Constitution.  Mtn. States Tel. & Tel. v. ACC, 150 Ariz. 350, 355 (1989). 

Not only does the express language of Rule 5.4(b)(1) include complaints as a “document” 

triggering its requirements, but the public has a constitutional right to immediately access the 

Complaint upon filing.  Courthouse News Serv. v. Planet, 947 F.3d 581, 591–94 (9th Cir. 2020) 

(“Planet III”).  Immediate public access “‘plays a particularly significant role’ in the public’s 

ability to ably scrutinize ‘the judicial process and the government as a whole.’”  Id. at 592; see 

also Bernstein v. Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, 814 F.3d 132, 139 (2d Cir. 

2016) (“easily conclud[ing]” that “presumption of access” applies to complaint); TriQuint 

Semiconductor, Inc. v. Avago Techs., 2010 WL 2474387, at *1 (D. Ariz. June 11, 2010) 

(“motions to seal the complaint must meet the compelling reasons standard”); Reyna v. Arris 

Int’l, PLC, No, 17-CV-01834-LHK, 2018 WL 1400513, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 20, 2018) 

(“courts have held that the compelling reasons standard applies to the sealing of a complaint 

precisely because the complaint forms the foundation of the lawsuit”).  In Bernstein, the district 

court denied a joint motion to seal a complaint that had been quickly dismissed, rejecting the 
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parties’ contention that the information should be sealed because of “confidential client 

information.”  Bernstein, 814 F.3d at 136.  The Second Circuit affirmed: “pleadings—even in 

settled cases—are Judicial records subject to a presumption of public access.”  Id. at 140.   

The same goes for the Complaint’s exhibits.  Not only does Rule 5.4(b)(1) define 

“document” to include an “exhibit,” but the constitutional right of public access also applies to 

exhibits attached to a complaint.  FTC v. AbbVie Prods., 713 F.3d 54, 63 (11th Cir. 2013) 

(public has a presumptive right to access complaint, including exhibits).  Arizona courts view 

exhibits as part of the complaint “for all purposes.”   Kyles v. Contractors/Eng’rs Supply, Inc., 

190 Ariz. 403, 406–07 (App. 1997).  For example, on a motion to dismiss, “[a] complaint’s 

exhibits . . . are not ‘outside the pleading.’”  Coleman v. City of Mesa, 230 Ariz. 352, 356 

(2012).  Indeed, Google has already filed a motion to dismiss, which cites individual exhibits 

(see, e.g., Mot. at 4:11, 5:1, 9:21, 9:25) and even purports to characterize the entire “1,200 pages 

of exhibits” (id. at 10:22–11:2).  Like the complaint itself, the exhibits are “judicial records” and 

presumptively public. 

C. The  Public’s Constitutional Right to Access Is Extremely Strong Here. 

“When the litigation involves matters of significant public concern,” the public’s right of 

access to court records “may be asserted more forcefully.”  Unknown Parties v. Johnson, No. 

CV-15-00250-TUC-DCB, 2016 WL 8199309, at *4 (D. Ariz. 2016); see also In re Coordinated 

Pretrial Proceedings in Petroleum Prods. Antitrust Litig., 101 F.R.D. 34, 38–39 (C.D. Cal. 

1984) (finding significant public concern where collusion to raise retail oil prices “affected the 

lives of all Americans”); Lockyer v. Safeway, 355 F.Supp.2d 1111, 1124 (C.D. Cal. 2005) 

(unsealing records showing evidence of Sherman Act violations by grocery stores); Apple, Inc. 

v. Samsung Elecs. Co., No. 12-CV-00630-LHK, 2012 WL 2936432, at *2 (N.D. Cal. July 18, 

2012) (denying motion to seal where a “plethora of media and general public scrutiny of” court 

proceedings showed significant public interest and created a “strong presumption of public 

access”); Lucy Chi v. Univ. of S. Cal., No. 2:18-cv-04258-SVW-GJS, 2019 WL 3315282, at *7 

(C.D. Cal. May 21, 2019) (no compelling interest in light of “extensive media coverage” and 

where public access would “further the public narrative” about important societal issues). 
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Here, the serious allegations raised in the Complaint against Google affect millions of 

Arizonans (as well as 120 million Americans) who are Android users (as of 2018)1—plus many 

other Arizonans who give Google their location information through other means, such as 

Google apps.  The State brought this action in light of Google’s illegal business practices 

concerning its collection, use, storage, and deletion of its users’ highly sensitive location 

information.  (See Compl. ¶¶ 1–7).  The location data collected is a critical part of Google’s 

advertising business, which generates $135 billion yearly.  (See id. ¶¶ 3–5).   

The public has a significant interest in these proceedings, especially given that their data 

is obtained through violations of user privacy and consent.  That major news outlets reported on 

the Complaint mere hours after it was filed, only reinforces this fact that this is a matter of major 

public concern.2  Indeed, it is not just the underlying facts but also the very fact that the AG has 

taken action that is a matter of public concern, particularly given the robust public discussion 

about regulation of technology companies (and actions by tech companies in light of this 

potential government regulation and enforcement).  The Complaint itself continues to be cited 

by major news outlets as part of this public discussion and debate.  See, e.g., Google makes 

auto-deleting data the default for new accounts, CNet.com (June 24, 2020) (specifically noting 

that this major change in Google’s practices “comes as Google already faces severe criticism 

over its data collection policies from lawmakers and state officials. Last month, the search giant 

was hit by a consumer fraud lawsuit filed by Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich, alleging 

the search giant deceives its users in order to collect location data from their phones. Brnovich's 

complaint accuses Google of leading people to believe they disabled settings for gathering that 

type of information, when the settings were still turned on.”).3  Information in the Complaint and 

exhibits is critical to that on-going public discourse.  See Planet III, 947 F.3d at 589. 

                     
1 See https://www.statista.com/statistics/232786/forecast-of-andrioid-users-in-the-us. 
2 See, e.g., https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/05/27/google-android-privacy-
lawsuit/;  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-google-arizona-lawsuit/u-s-state-of-arizona-files-
consumer-fraud-lawsuit-against-google-idUSKBN2333CP. 
3 See https://www.cnet.com/news/google-makes-auto-deleting-data-the-default-for-new-
accounts/ 
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 Furthermore, “the State has a strong interest in informing its citizens about this suit that 

was brought on their behalf.”  Lockyer, 355 F.Supp.2d at 1125–26.  The CFA is a remedial 

mechanism “designed to root out and eliminate unlawful practices in merchant-consumer 

transactions.”  Powers v. Guaranty RV Inc., 229 Ariz. 555, 561 (2012).  Thus, “the public’s 

interest in access to a proceeding involving the State’s allegations of harm to the public weighs 

especially heavily in favor of access.”  Lockyer, 355 F.Supp.2d at 1124 (emphasis in original).  

The AG firmly believes that the information should be fully available to the public.   

D. Google Cannot Meet the Requirements of Rule 5.4(c)(2) for Sealing. 

Google cannot show that the unredacted Complaint and exhibits should be sealed.  

Google’s unilateral designations do not establish that the materials are confidential, nor are they 

a basis for sealing information so designated.  Per the Confidentiality Agreement, the AGO can 

challenge designations and oppose any efforts to seal, and Google bears the burden of defending 

its designations.  (Ex. A ¶ 9).  A confidentiality agreement by itself does not warrant sealing a 

document filed with the court.  TriQuint Semiconductor, Inc. v. Avago Techs. Ltd., No. CV 09-

1531-PHX-JAT, 2010 WL 2474387, at *1 (D. Ariz. June 11, 2010).  Even for materials 

produced subject to a protective order—which is not the case here—the producing party’s 

designation is insufficient to establish that the materials are in fact “confidential,” much less an 

interest that overcomes the right of public access.  Kamakana v. City & Cty. of Honolulu, 447 

F.3d 1172, 1183 (9th Cir. 2006) (protective order insufficient for sealing). 

Google also cannot satisfy any of the requirements contained in Rule 5.4(c). Google 

cannot substantiate “an overriding interest” for the materials it seeks to seal, much less one that 

overcomes “the right of public access to it,” as required by Rule 5.4(c)(2)(A).  On the contrary, 

much of the information that Google seeks to seal is publicly available, discernible from public 

materials, or simply “internal” Google information (available to thousands of employees) that is 

not particularly sensitive.  Nor has Google substantiated any particular prejudice—at least not 

during the month-and-a-half meet-and-confer process—that it would suffer “without the sealing 

of materials.”  Rule 5.4(c)(2)(B).  Instead, Google simply wants to prevent the public from 

seeing the details corroborating the AG’s findings.  That is not a basis for sealing the materials. 
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Equally problematic is the vast scope of Google’s proposed redactions and request for 

sealing.  Google’s proposed restriction on public access must be “no greater than necessary to 

preserve the confidentiality of the information subject to the overriding interest,” and Google 

must show that “no reasonable, less restrictive alternative exists to preserve the confidentiality 

of the information subject to the overriding interest.”  Rule 5.4(c)(2)(C), (D).  Notably, courts 

often deny a motion to seal altogether when the parties seek to redact entire swaths of 

information that are not narrowly tailored.  See, e.g., D’Agnese v. Novartis Pharm. Corp., No. 

CV 12-0749-PHX-JAT, 2012 WL 3744717, at *2 (D. Ariz. Aug. 27, 2012) (no sealing 

warranted—even where the documents contained “internal company communications”—where 

defendant failed to “identify and redact only information that it claims is confidential”); Am. 

Traffic Solutions, Inc. v. Redflex Traffic Sys., No. No. CV-08-02051-PHX-FJM, 2010 WL 

481408, at *2 (D. Ariz. Feb. 8, 2010) (denying motion to seal where “[t]he parties make no 

attempt to describe the specific portions of documents that they believe meet [the compelling 

reasons] standard”); Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., No. 11-CV-01846 LHK (PSG), 2012 WL 

4120541, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 18, 2012) (denying motions to seal under the more lenient 

“good cause” standard where redactions were not narrowly tailored). 

During the investigation, Google designated as “confidential” nearly every document 

produced, every page of every examination and every word in every written discovery response.  

In the Complaint, Google likewise wants to redact anything and everything that derives from the 

investigation.  For example, Google seeks to redact entire portions of the Complaint, the entirety 

of nearly all exhibits, and all quotations or information derived from any testimony, document or 

other information provided during the investigation.  Google also seeks to redact most of the 

specifics concerning its wrongdoing in the Complaint.  (E.g., Compl. § IV).  Google even insists 

on redacting names of witnesses who were examined—even though Google routinely releases 

public statements in the press attributable to these same employees.  Thus, Google’s proposed 

sealing and redactions would significantly undermine “the public’s ability to ably scrutinize” 

this matter of great public interest, Planet III, 947 F.3d at 592, even as its PR team has accused 

the State of “mischaracteriz[ing]” its services.   
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For the court’s convenience, the State has divided the provisionally redacted information 

into categories or “buckets” based on the nature of that information: (i) information that is 

publicly available or ascertainable, (ii) information that—although not necessarily public—is 

not confidential, and (iii) information that concerns the State’s underlying investigation of 

Google.  The State spent hours meeting and conferring with Google, line-by-line, to confirm the 

portions of the Complaint that fit into each “bucket”; Google never agreed or disagreed.  At the 

conclusion of this six-week effort, Google purported to categorize the exhibits into five new 

categories (Ex. D at 2), but Google never explained what materials fit into any category.   

1. Publicly Available Information Cannot Be Sealed. 

Much of the information Google seeks to seal is either publicly available or readily 

ascertainable.  (See Ex. F at 1–4).  Orca Commc’ns Unlimited, LLC v. Noder, 233 Ariz. 411, 417 

(App. 2013) (“Information easily or readily available to the public remains public knowledge 

and not protectable as confidential information even if a member of the public may have to 

expend substantial time to gather it and comprehend its significance.”), aff’d and depublished in 

part on other grounds, 236 Ariz. 180 (2014).  The State opposes Google’s request. 

This bucket mostly consists of information relating to Google’s various user-facing 

products, features, settings and public information about Google and its policies.  Google 

purports to make this information available to the public including through Google’s public-

facing help pages, privacy policies, and the open source Android Operating System, so it is 

unclear on what basis Google seeks to seal the information.  During the parties’ discussions, 

Google failed to articulate any basis for sealing this information, apart from the fact that the 

information is contained in documents or testimony that Google unilaterally marked as 

“confidential.”  That is not a proper basis for sealing court records.  PCT Int’l Inc. v. Holland 

Electronics LLC, No. CV-12-01797-PHX-JAT, 2014 WL 6471419 at *3 (D. Ariz. Nov. 18, 

2014) (“Because PCT has publicly disclosed [the information] . . . . PCT has not shown that 

these documents should be filed under seal.”).   

Google also fails to substantiate any basis for sealing the names, much less titles, of 

witnesses.  Most of these are individuals designated as corporate representatives, and all of them 
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worked on matters “at the heart of [the] case.”  Johnson, No. CV-15-00250-TUC-DCB, 2016 

WL 8199309, at *5 (finding no compelling reason to redact names despite privacy and 

relevancy objections).  Many of these individuals—including those identified in paragraphs 52, 

62, 71 and 93—are often named and quoted in the press.  Google cannot explain, much less 

substantiate, why any of these individuals would be subject to harassment.  See State of Arizona 

ex. rel. Brnovich v. Kapoor, No. CV2019-010695, Complaint, ¶ 49 (Ariz. Super. Ct. July 17, 

2019) (naming a defendant’s employee); see also Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 

26 (1984) (sealing names only after affidavits describing threats of physical harm and defaming 

statements were submitted); Apple, No. 11-CV-01846 LHK (PSG), 2012 WL 4120541, at *2 

(denying motion to seal under the more lenient “good cause” standard “descriptions of exhibits 

and names of deposed Apple employees”). 

Google also invokes the language about “interested parties” in A.R.S. § 44-1525 as a 

basis for redacting names, (Ex. D at 2), but that provision has nothing to do with sealing 

information in a judicial document.  Nor does it purport to override the constitutional protections 

discussed here.  Witnesses are not “interested parties.”  The statutory language creates a narrow 

exception to the general public records law so as to protect the integrity of the AG’s consumer 

fraud investigations, which is why the AG has statutory authority to make materials public.  See 

Carlson v. Pima County, 141 Ariz. 487, 490 (1984).  Before 1980, the statute provided that 

“[n]o information or evidence provided the attorney general by a person pursuant to this article 

shall be admitted in evidence, or used in any manner whatsoever, in any criminal prosecution.”  

Laws 1980, Ch. 76, § 4.  That year, the Legislature removed that limitation (id.); since then, 

there has never been a limitation on how the AG can use materials produced during an 

investigation in later civil proceedings, including by relying on them to make assertions in a 

publicly available complaint. 

2. Internal Information That Is Not Confidential Cannot Be Sealed. 

The second bucket of information Google seeks to seal includes information that is not 

confidential, even if it is not necessarily “public.”  This includes (i) internal communications 

commenting on Google’s products and services, (ii) information concerning Google’s internal 
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treatment of location data, (iii) Google’s communications with and information regarding third 

parties, (iv) the names and definitions of internal Google platforms and services, and (v) the 

names of Google witnesses examined in this investigation and appearing in the exhibits.  (Ex. F 

at 5–7).  The State opposes Google’s request to seal this information. 

As an initial matter, Google cannot substantiate any basis for sealing internal 

communications, information concerning Google’s internal treatment of location data, and 

communications with third parties (subcategories (i) through (iii)).  In meet-and-confer 

discussions, Google has simply pointed out that the information is “non-public.”  But that is not 

a proper basis for sealing court records.  Bernstein, 814 F.3d at 136; Ingram v. Pac. Gas & Elec. 

Co., No. 12-CV-02777-JST, 2013 WL 5340697, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 24, 2013) (“PG & E’s 

argument that the guidelines constitute a trade secret conflates trade secrets with ordinary 

secrets. Information does not have value to a competitor merely because the competitor does not 

have access to it.”) (internal quotation marks omitted).  Indeed, “general assertions that the 

information is confidential or a trade secret” or “conclusory statements” that disclosure would 

cause competitive harm is not sufficient to provide an overriding interest to seal otherwise 

public materials.4  Allstate Ins. Co. v. Balle, No. 2:10-CV-02205-APG-NJ, 2014 WL 1300924, 

at *1 (D. Nev. March 27, 2014) (denying motion to seal) (internal quotation marks omitted).  

Despite the State giving Google ample opportunity during the meet and confer process, Google 

cannot show that any particular information in the Complaint is a trade secret, much less that 

disclosure would cause Google financial or other harm. And Google has never explained why it 

would be prejudiced from the disclosure of this information.  Rule 5.4(c)(2)(B). 

Nor has Google shown that its interest—whatever it may be—overrides the presumption 

of public access.  On the contrary, consumers have a strong interest in learning how their own 

                     
4 In fact, in many instances, this information is already available to the public.  See, e.g. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darshan-thaker-b46aa847/ (referring to “HULK (Holistic User-
Location Knowledge)”; 
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/c8/69/e6/2809a5d75cc2af/US20130254309A1.pdf 
at 5 (referring to “IPGeo services” used to “determine approximated geographical location” via 
IP address). 
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data is surreptitiously collected and used by Google.  See FTC v. Amazon.com, Inc., No. C14-

1038-JCC, 2016 WL 3382532, at *2 (W.D. Wash. June 20, 2016).  (See also supra § III.C 

(citing cases involving matters of significant public concern)).  Given the wrongdoing alleged in 

this case—and given Google’s public response—both the U.S. and Arizona constitutions protect 

the public’s right to evaluate “what [Google] officials knew and when, how they designed and 

targeted their product, consumers’ response, and [Google]’s policy changes.”  Amazon.com, 

Inc., No. C14-1038-JCC, 2016 WL 3382532, at *2 (finding strong public interest in access to 

court records).  If all that weren’t enough, Google cannot even show that its proposed wholesale 

sealing of this information “is no greater than necessary” or that it is the least restrictive means 

to preserve any overriding interest (Rule 5.4(c)(2)(C) and (D)). 

This is not the first time Google has attempted to seal information based only on 

generalized assertions of harm.  In Dunbar v. Google, Inc., Google sought to seal portions of the 

plaintiff’s motion for leave to file a third amended complaint.  No. 5:12-cv-003305-LHK, 2012 

WL 6202719, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 12, 2012).  The information in that motion, according to 

Google, needed to be sealed because they described confidential technical aspects of how 

Google scans for, uses, and stores data, “including for the delivery of personalized 

advertising”—similar to the facts at issue here—and “that disclosing this information would 

allow Google’s competitors to ‘examin[e] the mechanisms that Google designed for its own 

proprietary use,’ thereby providing Google's competitors with ‘an unfair advantage in designing 

their own systems.’”  Id. at *3.  But the court was not persuaded by these generalized reasons, 

even under the more lenient “good cause” standard of Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c), because Google 

failed to make a particularized showing as to each document it sought to seal by, for example, 

explaining the specific unfair advantage competitors would earn if exposed to each piece of 

information.  Id. at *3–4; see also id. at *7 (denying motion to seal deposition excerpts). 

3. Information Concerning Arizona’s Investigation Cannot Be Sealed. 

The State also opposes Google’s attempt to seal nearly all of Section IV of the 

Complaint, which describes the AG’s pre-Complaint investigation.  (See Ex. F at 8).  Google’s 

attempt to hide its wrongdoing from the public only demonstrates that Google’s actions have 
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been willful and intentional.  See A.R.S. § 44-1531(B); see also State ex rel. Corbin v. United 

Energy Corp. of Am., 151 Ariz. 45, 51–52 (App. 1986).  Google contends that these materials 

must be sealed because the investigation itself was “confidential.”  (Ex. D at 2).  But that bald 

assertion does not overcome the strong presumption of public access, particularly where they are 

directly relevant to the State’s underlying cause of action.  

Again, such investigations are confidential to protect the integrity of the AG’s consumer 

fraud investigations, as well as the identity of complainants and victims (see supra § III.D.2)—

concerns which are no longer present here.  See also Kamakana, 447 F.3d at 1183 (reliance on 

protective order not sufficient to seal documents).  The AG is vested with authority to publicly 

disclose his investigation if “in the judgment of the attorney general the ends of justice and the 

public interest will be served by the publication thereof, provided that the names of the 

interested parties shall not be made public.”  A.R.S. § 44-1525.  Given that this is a matter of 

great public interest and concern, the AG believes that the entirety of Section IV should be 

publicly available. 

E. Google Cannot Meet The Requirements of Rule 5.4 for Sealing Nearly All 
Exhibits in Their Entirety. 

Google’s bases for sealing the exhibits filed with the Complaint are (i) that they were 

included among Google’s blanket confidentiality designations in the underlying investigation, 

and (ii) they “are the kind of documents that courts routinely maintain under seal.”  (Ex. D at 2).  

As explained, the Confidentiality Agreement does not prevent the State from filing them 

publicly.  In any case, Google has the burden to explain, for each piece of information, the 

specific “overriding interest,” how it would be prejudiced by disclosure, how its proposed 

restriction (wholesale sealing) is no greater than necessary, and how no reasonable, less 

restrictive alternative (such as targeted redactions) exists.  Rule 5.4(c)(2); Dunbar, No. 5:12-cv-

003305-LHK, 2012 WL 6202719, at *1 (generalized assertions of harm not sufficient); Allstate, 

No. 2:10-CV-02205-APG-NJ, 2014 WL 1300924, at *1 (same); Am. Traffic Solutions, No. CV-

08-02051-PHX-FJM, 2010 WL 481408, at *2 (denying motion to seal for failure to “describe 

the specific portions of documents” meeting the “compelling reasons” standard).  Despite 
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repeatedly requesting Google provide this information during the meet and confer process, 

Google failed to do so.  Indeed, the State has long asked Google to sort the exhibits it seeks to 

seal into categories or “buckets” for the Court’s ease of review.  Google failed to do even that.  

Days before the State filed this Notice, Google finally proposed buckets, but it did not populate 

them with the exhibits or explain with specificity why each (or even any) of the exhibits met the 

standard described in Rule 5.4(c)(2).  (See Ex. D at 2).  Because Google cannot meet the 

stringent requirements of Rule 5.4(c)(2) with respect to the State’s exhibits, the Court should 

permit them to be publicly filed.  

F. Google Has Waived Any Assertions of Confidentiality. 

Google’s proposed sealing is particularly problematic given Google’s own public 

statements regarding the subject matter of this case and its public filings in this case.  Google 

itself expends significant resources monitoring this media attention, including the August 2018 

AP article that instituted the AG’s investigation.  (See Compl. ¶¶ 54–57).  Google has also 

invited this public discussion over its location data practices.  In response to this lawsuit, Google 

claimed that the State “mischaracterized [its] services.”5  And that “[it] look[s] forward to 

setting the record straight.”  Id.  Google cannot publicly accuse the State of mischaracterizing 

the Designated Materials while at the same time preventing the public from reviewing those 

materials.  Cf. Mendoza v. McDonald’s Corp., 222 Ariz. 139, 155 (App. 2009) (attorney-client 

privilege waived where used as both sword and shield). 

More fundamentally, Google has now filed a motion to dismiss—on the public docket—

that expressly seeks a ruling with respect to the sufficiency of the Complaint, including the 

exhibits.  Google publicly challenges (and often describes) the very allegations that it seeks to 

seal.  For example, Google publicly mischaracterizes the State’s allegations concerning 

Google’s interactions with OEMs (see Mot. at 14 (suggesting that the State is supposedly trying 

to assert claims on behalf of OEMS)), while trying to seal the detailed allegations and 

                     
5  https://www.theverge.com/2020/5/27/21272625/ arizona-ag-sues-google-location-tracking-
android-allegations.  
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supporting documents showing how Google coopted OEMs into Google’s scheme for deceiving 

consumers.  (E.g., Compl. ¶¶ 114-128, 142, 161j).   Similarly, Google publicly contends that the 

Complaint fails to allege intent (Motion at 13), yet Google redacts large swaths of the Complaint 

and exhibits that show Google acted knowingly and deliberately (e.g., Compl. ¶¶ 26, 30, 43-47, 

49, 61, 65–70, 75, 77, 81–86, 88-89, 94, 99–104, 107, 109, 114–28, 131, 134–36).  Google 

likewise redacts all allegations concerning its delay and impeding of the AG’s investigation (Id. 

¶¶ 138–54), which further evidences Google’s willfulness.   

In other instances, Google publicly describes much of the same information that it wants 

to seal in the Complaint.  For example, Google wants to seal nearly all allegations concerning 

ads personalization, including the fact that Google still serves location-based ads when users opt 

out.  (E.g., Compl. ¶¶ 9e, 98–104, 161p, 161q).  Even so, Google discloses the same information 

in its own motion, while citing the paragraphs that are redacted.  (Mot. at 13:3-5).  Similarly, 

Google purports to characterize allegations relating to the Location Master and System Updates, 

while citing to paragraphs 91, 105-09 and 161f of the Complaint, which Google has fully or 

substantially redacted.  (Mot. at 12:20-23).  Google insists its services are not a “sale,” (id. at 8), 

but Google wants to seal the seemingly non-confidential testimony explaining what 

consideration is exchanged (e.g., Compl. 8:23-25).  Painting with broad strokes, Google 

contends that the Complaint fails to sets forth any violations (Mot. at 1:16–17) or purports to 

identify allegations that are lacking in the entire “45-page complaint with over 1,200 pages of 

exhibits” (id. at 10:23–24), most of which Google wants to seal.  Google cannot litigate its 

motion to dismiss on the public record, while trying seal the Complaint and exhibits that are the 

subject of Google’s motion. 

G. Google’s Other Likely Arguments Fail. 

In the face of the extensive legal authority cited above, Google still insists “there is no 

public interest in disclosure of discovery materials in connection with a non-dispositive motion.”  

(Ex. D at 1).  Google mostly cites cases concerning unfiled discovery, which the Supreme Court 

held “are not public components of a civil trial.”  Seattle Times, 467 U.S. at 33; see also Foltz v. 

State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 331 F.3d 1122, 1135 (9th Cir. 2003) (noting exception for 
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sealed discovery submitted with nondispositive motion).  Here, Google is trying to seal the 

Complaint—not unfiled discovery—and therefore the presumption of public access has 

attached.  See Lewis R. Pyle Mem’l Hosp., 149 Ariz. at 197 (“Even though information may be 

discoverable per Rule 26(b)(1), such information is not ordinarily public information until 

introduced into evidence or filed with the clerk of the court.”) (emphasis added); Ctr. for Auto 

Safety, 809 F.3d at 99 (holding that the exception is limited to pleadings that are only 

“tangentially related to the underlying cause of action”).   

Arizona courts, like federal courts, explicitly distinguish between unfiled discovery and 

materials filed with the Court.  See Ariz. R. Civ. P. 5.1(c)(2)(B) (providing that discovery “may 

not be filed” unless relevant to a determination of an issue before the court); see also Bond v. 

Utreras, 585 F.3d 1061, 1075–76 (7th Cir. 2009) (“The rights of the public kick in when 

material produced during discovery is filed with the court.”).  As explained, both Arizona and 

Ninth Circuit authority confirms the public’s presumptive right of access to a Complaint.6  

Google also insists other courts routinely seal the kinds of documents that it seeks to seal 

here, (Ex. D at 2), but the cases it cites largely undermine its claim.  In In re Google Inc. Gmail 

Litig., No. 13-MD-02430-LHK, 2014 WL 10537440, at *2, *5 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 6, 2014), the 

court largely denied a request to seal information “critical to public understanding of the cause 

of action in this case” and otherwise public, and only permitted narrowly tailored redactions on a 

particularized, document-by-document basis.  Similarly, in Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs., Co., 

727 F.3d 1214, 1226 (Fed. Cir. 2013), the court only sealed “limited portions” of proprietary 

financial documents that were not introduced into evidence, not considered by the jury, and not 

“essential to the public’s understanding of the jury’s damages award,” and only because the 

                     
6 Google cites Mercury Interactive Corp. v. Klein, which declines public access where “the 
Complaint’s exhibits did not become a basis for adjudication” when a demurrer for lack of 
standing is sustained.  70 Cal. Rptr. 3d 88, 121 (Ct. App. 2007) (demurrer did not deal “with the 
underlying factual claims” and “exhibits were not submitted as a basis for adjudication”).  Since 
then, the Ninth Circuit has rejected the notion “that the public character of judicial records 
depends on whether the proceedings have progressed to a stage requiring a judge to act on the 
papers.”  Planet III, 947 F.3d at 591–92.  And unlike in Mercury, Google’s motion to dismiss 
challenges the State’s factual claims and puts at issue what is or is not alleged in the Complaint. 
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parties already agreed to “make public all of the information contained in these documents that 

was actually cited by the parties or the district court.”  Here, Google’s proposed sealing is a far 

cry from what the courts allowed in Apple or Gmail.  Google also cites cases from other 

jurisdictions applying a different standard from what the Ninth Circuit and Arizona courts 

require7 or where—unlike the present case—the public’s interest in accessing to the complaint 

was “minimal.”8  Also, most of the Google’s authorities involved sealed materials produced 

subject to a protective order.  Here, there is no court order precluding the State from publicly 

filing the materials.  Rather, the materials produced were subject to a Confidentiality Agreement 

and a statutory scheme—both of which recognize the AG’s discretion to use the materials in 

connection with litigation and make them public.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Court should reject Google’s efforts to seal large swaths of the Complaint and 

exhibits, which are presumptively public.  Google cannot articulate a compelling interest for 

sealing this information, much less one that overrides the public’s strong interest in the facts 

surrounding this case.  Neither can Google establish prejudice beyond embarrassment.  Finally, 

Google’s proposed restriction on public access—wholesale sealing of a vast majority of the 

exhibits and much of the Complaint—is far greater than necessary. 

 

Dated:  July 17, 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MARK BRNOVICH 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
By: /s/ Brunn W. Roysden III 
Joseph A. Kanefield 
Brunn W. Roysden III 
Oramel H. Skinner 
Michael S. Catlett 
Christopher Sloot 
Assistant Attorneys General 

                     
7 A.L. v. Walt Disney Parks & Resorts US, Inc., No. 614CV1544ORL22GJK, 2020 WL 
1138254, at *1 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 9, 2020) (applying “good cause,” not “compelling interest”); 
Jochims v. Isuzu Motors, Ltd., 151 F.R.D. 338, 341 n.7 (S.D. Iowa 1993) (sealing trial exhibits 
because “compelling showing” standard is “inconsistent with the Eighth Circuit’s view). 
8 IDT Corp. v. eBay, 709 F.3d 1220, 1224 (8th Cir. 2013). 
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Guy Ruttenberg (CA Bar No. 207937) 
(pro hac vice application forthcoming) 
Michael Eshaghian (CA Bar No. 300869)  
(pro hac vice application forthcoming) 
RUTTENBERG IP LAW, A 
PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
1801 Century Park East, Suite 1920 
Los Angeles, California 90067 
Telephone: (310) 627-2270 
guy@ruttenbergiplaw.com  
mike@ruttenbergiplaw.com  

David H. Thompson (DC Bar No. 450503) 
(pro hac vice application forthcoming) 
Peter A. Patterson (DC Bar No. 998668)  
(pro hac vice application forthcoming) 
COOPER & KIRK PLLC 
1523 New Hampshire Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Telephone: (202) 220-9600 
dthompson@cooperkirk.com 
ppaterson@cooperkirk.com 

 
Attorneys for Plaintiff State of Arizona ex rel. Mark Brnovich, Attorney General 
 
 
 

GOOD FAITH CONSULTATION CERTIFICATE 

Pursuant to Rule of Civil Procedure 5.4(g)(3), I certify that the parties engaged in good-

faith consultation under Rule 7.1(h). 

 

_/s/ Guy Ruttenberg_____________________ 
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COPY of the foregoing Notice, as well as  
Exhibits A, D, and E to this Notice FILED  
with the Court this 17th day of July, 2020. 
 
COPY of Exhibits B, C, and F to this Notice  
LODGED in a sealed envelope with the Clerk  
of Court pursuant to Rule 5.4(e)(1)(A), (2) 
this 17th day of July, 2020. 
 
COURTESY COPY of the foregoing Notice;  
Exhibits A, D, and E to this Notice; and, in a  
sealed envelope, Exhibits B, C, and F to this Notice 
HAND DELIVERED pursuant to Rule 5.4(e)(1)(B)  
this 17th day of July, 2020 to:  
 
Chambers of Judge Thomason  
101 W. Jefferson St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
 
COPY of the foregoing Notice and Exhibits  
HAND DELIVERED this 17th day of July, 2020 to: 
 
J Cabou 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
2901 N. Central Ave., Suite 2000 
Phoenix, AZ 85012 
Counsel for Defendant Google LLC 
 
 
_/s/ Brunn W. Roysden III_____________ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Exhibit A  



IN THE MATTER OF THE INVESTIGATION BY THE ARIZONA ATTORNEY 
GENERAL RELATING TO GOOGLE LLC AND STORAGE OF CONSUMER 
LOCATION DATA, TRACKING OF CONSUMER LOCATION, AND OTHER 

CONSUMER TRACKING, PHX-INV-2018-0025 

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 

I. The purpose of this Confidentiality Agreement ("Agreement") is to address the 
confidentiality concerns raised by Google LLC ("Google") concerning the handling of 
information to be produced by Google to the Arizona Attorney General's Office (the 
"AGO") 1 during its investigation under the Arizona Consumer Fraud Act, A.R.S. § 44-
1521 et seq., relating to storage of consumer location data, tracking of consumer location, 
and other consumer tracking, PHX-INV-2018-0025 (the "Investigation"). The AGO and 
Google (collectively, the "Parties"), by and through undersigned counsel, agree to the 
following. 

2. The parties recognize that Arizona Jaw provides as follows. Under A.R.S. § 44-1525, "[a]ll 
information or evidence provided to the attorney general shall be confidential and shall not 
be made public unless in the judgment of the attorney general the ends of justice and the 
public interest will be served by the publication thereof, provided that the names of the 
interested parties shall not be made public." Moreover, under A.R.S. § 44-401(4), "'[t]rade 
secret' means information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, 
method, technique or process, that both: (a) Derives independent economic value, actual 
or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by 
proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use[; 
and] (b) Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its 
secrecy." 

3. Marking materials as "Confidential." In addition to the generally applicable provisions 
of law described in paragraph 2, Google shall have the right to mark as "Confidential" any 
materials or other information it produces or otherwise discloses to the AGO in the course 
of the Investigation that Google reasonably believes contains sensitive information 
("Designated Materials"). As used in this Agreement, "sensitive information" means any 
document, data, or other information that Google reasonably believes both: 

(i) contains confidential, non-public commercial or financial information with present 
economic value to Google; contains confidential consumer information; or 
contains, under applicable United States or state law, a trade secret; and 

1 As used herein, AGO refers to the Arizona Attorney General and all assistant attorneys general 
and staff. 

Confidentiality Agreement 
Pagel 

144081809.1 



(ii) needs to be marked as "Confidential" under this Agreement in a good faith exercise 
of Google's business judgment to protect Google's legitimate interest in the 
confidentiality of such information or consumer privacy. 

Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 5, below, the AGO agrees to use Designated 
Materials only in connection with the Investigation and any litigation that may arise 
therefrom between Google and the AGO or the State of Arizona (collectively, 
"Investigation and Any Related Litigation"). Nothing in this Agreement prohibits the AGO 
from contacting consumers or others identified in Designated Materials in connection with 
the Investigation and Any Related Litigation. The AGO also agrees not to disclose any 
Designated Materials to any party or the public, except as specifically provided by the 
Agreement. 

4. Public records and other requests to the AGO. In the event that the AGO receives any 
third-party request or demand for any Designated Materials and the AGO concludes the 
information requested must be produced under the Arizona Public Records Law, A.R.S. 
§ 39-121 et seq., or any other law or legal process compelling the production of such 
Designated Materials to any person, the AGO agrees to provide Google with at least ten 
(l 0) days advance notice before complying with such a request and/or voluntarily 
providing information designated as "Confidential." Such notice shall be made by 
electronic mail to Google's counsel in the Investigation and by first class mail, postage 
prepaid, to Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 94043, or to such 
other address as Google or its attorneys may designate by written notice to the AGO. 

5. Disclosure related to the Investigation And Any Related Litigation and to government 
agencies. Unless otherwise ordered by a coutt of competent jurisdiction with jurisdiction 
over the Parties, or permitted in writing by Google, the AGO and, as to 5(b), (d)-(h) AGO 
and its Outside Counsel Personnel, may disclose Designated Materials only: 

(a) to any employee of the AGO to whom it is reasonably necessat·y to disclose the 
Designated Materials in connection with the Investigation And Any Related 
Litigation or another AGO investigation, civil or criminal, in which the Designated 
Materials are reasonably calculated to be relevant, and who agrees to be bound to 
this Agreement; 

(b) to any United States or state judicial or administrative court or tribunal of competent 
jurisdiction, including to any relevant staff of the court or tribunal, in connection 
with any proceeding that arises from the Investigation and Any Related Litigation, 
subject to Paragraph 9, below; 

(c) upon the request of a state or federal agency ("Other Government Agency") as part 
of an investigation or prosecution within the scope of its powers and in which the 
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AGO determines such Designated Materials are reasonably calculated to be 
relevant, only after such Other Government Agency agrees, on behalf of itself and 
its staff, to be bound to this Agreement, subject to paragraph 6, below; 

(d) to any outside counsel assisting the AGO in this investigation, including Cooper & 
Kirk, PLLC ("Cooper & Kirk") and Ruttenberg IP Law, a Professional Corporation 
("Ruttenberg IP"), as well as their attorneys and staff assigned to the Investigation 
And Any Related Litigation (collectively, "Outside Counsel Personnel"), 
exclusively for use in this Investigation and Any Related Litigation and subject to 
paragraph 6, below; 

(e) to any potential expert witness including any consulting expert and any employees, 
contractors, or counsel of any expert (collectively, "Expert Witness Personnel") 
retained by the AGO or its outside counsel in connection with the Investigation And 
Any Related Litigation, subject to paragraphs 6 and 7, below; 

(f) during any examination, deposition, or other proceeding, to any examinee under 
oath, deponent, or other sworn witness and their counsel ("Third-Party Testifying 
Witness"), to the extent such witness is providing testimony related to the 
Investigation And Any Related Litigation, subject to paragraph 6, below, unless 
such witness has access, under other provisions of this Agreement, including 
paragraph 5(g) herein, to the Designated Materials to be shown that witness; 

(g) during any examination, deposition, or other proceeding, to any examinee under 
oath, deponent, or other sworn witness and their counsel, where such witness 
presently or previously received or has the right of access to particular Designated 
Materials or similar such materials in the course of their present or former 
employment at Google (or its predecessor or affiliates), including but not limited to 
any such witness who is a creator or recipient of particular Designated Materials; 
where such witness is designated as a corporate representative of Google (or its 
predecessor or affiliates); or where such witness is a present or former director or 
officer of Google (or its predecessor or affiliates); and · 

(h) to any personnel involved in litigation support services in connection with the 
Investigation And Any Related Litigation, including any mediator, cowt reporter, 
videographer, graphics or design services, photocopy or document imaging 
services, document collection or hosting services, database services, document 
review services or similar vendors (collectively, "Litigation Support Vendor"). 

6. Requirement of prior acknowledgement and notice to Google. The AGO will require 
any Other Government Agency, Outside Counsel Personnel, Expert Witness Personnel, or 
Third-Patty Testifying Witness designated to receive Designated Materials to first sign a 
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written agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit A hereto that such person has 
received a copy of this Agreement, agrees to be bound by its terms, and agrees not to further 
disseminate the Designated Materials without the prior consent of the AGO and Google. 
In the case of an agency or entity serving as any of the foregoing, the AGO will require a 
representative to agree on behalf of the agency or entity and its staff, and will not require 
each staff member to sign. The representative must further agree to inform other associated 
personnel of their obligations to comply with this requirement. The AGO will retain copies 
of such acknowledgements and produce them to Google if Google has specific reason to 
believe Designated Materials have been disclosed in violation of this Agreement. 
Furthermore, at least 5 days prior to disclosing any Designated Materials pursuant to S(c), 
5( d) (other than disclosure by AGO to Outside Counsel Personnel already identified by 
AGO to Google), or S(f), the AGO or Outside Counsel Personnel shall notify Google of its 
intent to make such disclosure, of the person(s) to whom the proposed disclosure is to be 
made, and of the contents of the proposed disclosure. 

7. Additional reqnit·ements for disclosure to Expert Witness Personnel. Any Expert 
Witness Personnel must not have any present or future, planned employment or contractor 
relationship (whether paid or unpaid) with (I) Oracle Corporation or any of its affiliates, 
or (2) any entity that the proposed Expert Witness Personnel reasonably knows to be a 
business competitor of Google's smart phone or search business. Further, any Expe1t 
Witness Personnel must further agree to only use Designated Materials in connection with 
the Investigation And Any Related Litigation and to destroy all such materials they retain 
possession of at the conclusion of the Investigation And Any Related Litigation, provided 
that they may, at their discretion, retain a copy of any oftheir final reports and deposition 
or trial testimony transcripts in the Investigation And Any Related Litigation. If the 
limitations in this paragraph pose a material limitation on the AGO's ability to obtain 
qualified expert witnesses for the Investigation And Any Related Litigation, then the 
parties will meet and confer in good faith regarding alternative limitations on potential 
expe1ts to protect Google's legitimate business interests. 

8. Meeting and conferring regarding a "Confidential" marking. Outside of litigation 
(which is described in paragraph 9, below) the Parties agree to meet and confer in good 
faith regarding markings as follows. If the AGO believes that Google has erroneously 
marked materials or information as Designated Materials, i.e., because such materials or 
information does not contain sensitive information, as defined above in paragraph 3, the 
parties agree to meet and confer in good faith regarding the marking. In addition, if the 
AGO believes that Google has marked materials or information as Designated Materials, 
and the sensitive information contained therein can be protected through redaction, the 
parties similarly agree to meet and confer in good faith regarding the redaction. 

9. Filing documents under seal. The Parties recognize and acknowledge that, if the 
Investigation proceeds to litigation or another form of dispute resolution proceeding, the 
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relevant tribunal is likely to have its own rules, regulations, and/or orders for handling and 
filing materials that are purportedly confidential. Google acknowledges that, if it seeks to 
seal or otherwise to withhold from the public record any Designated Materials in any 
proceedings, Google will need to comply with the applicable rules, regulations, and/or 
orders of the relevant tribunal. Similarly, to the extent the AGO seeks to file in such a 
tribunal any Designated Materials, the AGO agrees to either file the Designated Materials 
under seal or afford Google at least I 0 days advanced notice, in either case consistent with 
the applicable rules, regulations, and/or orders of the relevant tribunal. Further, in all cases, 
the AGO reserves the right to oppose any request for sealing, to ask the court to unseal 
Designated Materials, and/or to challenge any confidentiality designations by Google, in 
each case in whole or in part. Further, in the event of any such dispute, Google shall bear 
the burden of defending its designations of material as Designated Material. 

10. Inadvertent disclosure. If any person bound by this Agreement learns that, by 
inadvertence or otherwise, it has disclosed Designated Materials to any person or in any 
circumstance not authorized under this Agreement, the person must promptly (a) notify 
Google and the AGO of the unauthorized disclosures, (b) use its best efforts to retrieve all 
unauthorized copies of the Designated Materials, (c) inform the persons to whom the 
unauthorized disclosures were made of all the terms of this Agreement, and (d) request that 
such persons return the disclosed Designated Materials to the AGO. 

II. Process after termination of Investigation And Any Related Litigation. Even after 
conclusion of the Investigation And Any Related Litigation, the confidentiality obligations 
imposed by this Agreement shall remain in effect until Google agrees otherwise in writing 
or a court order otherwise directs. In agreeing to be bound by this Agreement, the AGO 
and Outside Counsel Personnel all agree to return or destroy the Designated Materials 
except if the return or destruction is inconsistent with its legal obligations. 

12. Choice of law and enforcement. This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of 
Arizona and shall be enforced in the courts of the State of Arizona. Nothing in this 
agreement creates or otherwise confers any rights or causes of action in any third party. 

13. To the extent any provision of this Agreement conflicts with any applicable laws or 
regulations, the applicable laws and/or regulations shall govern. Further, to the extent this 
Investigation leads to litigation, the rules, procedures, and orders of the relevant court shall 
govern. Should this Investigation proceed to litigation, any Protective Order entered by a 
court with competent jurisdiction shall supersede this Agreement with respect to that 
litigation. 
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Agreed to and accepted this /2 ~y of~'_L 2019, by: 

ARIZONA ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 

By: iv- ~ r(L ~E ___ _ 
Brunn (Beau) W. Roysden I[! 
Assistant Attorney General 
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EXHIBIT A TO CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 

By signing this Exhibit A to the Confidentiality Agreement In The Matter Of The Investigation 
By The Arizona Attorney General Relating To Google LLC And Storage Of Consumer Location 
Data, Tracking Of Consumer Location, And Other Consumer Tracking, Phx-lnv-20 18-0025, I 
certify and agree that I have read the Confidentiality Agreement ("Agreement") in its entirety, 
and that I fully understand the obligations under the Agreement, including this Exhibit A. 

I further hereby agree that------------------ will be bound 
by the terms of the Confidentiality Agreement and this Exhibit A. 

I further agree that will not disseminate any information received 
pursuant to the Confidentiality Agreement without the prior written consent of the Arizona 
Attorney General's Office and Google LLC. 

By:------------

Printed Name 

Agency/Entity 

Date:----------

Title:----------
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WlLLKIE FARR & GALLAGHER LLP One Front Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
Tel: 415 858 7400
Fax: 415 858 7599

July 15, 2020

SENT BY E-MAIL

Guy Ruttenberg
Ruttenberg IP Law
1801 Century Park East, Suite 1920
Los Angeles, CA 90067
E-mail: guy@ruttenbergiplaw.com

Re: The State of Arizona ex rel. Brnovich v. Google LLC-Case No. CV2020-006219
Confidentiality of the Complaint

Dear Guy:

We understand that the Attorney General (the “ AG” ) will soon file a notice with the
Court, announcing his intent to publicly reveal information that Google shared with the AG as
part of a confidential investigative process and pursuant to a written confidentiality agreement
between the parties. The AG has asked for Google’s position, which has already been the
subject of a meet and confer. While Google will set forth its position with greater specificity in
its motion to seal, below we reiterate Google’s overarching position.

First, there is no public interest in disclosure of discovery materials in connection with a
non-dispositive motion. The AG has taken the position that just because he wants to attach
confidential documents to his Complaint, a company’s confidential information instantly
becomes a matter of public interest. That is incorrect. There is no compelling interest in
disclosure of information gained in discovery unless such information becomes part of a trial or
summary judgment. See Seattle Times Co. v Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 33 (1984) (“ [Discovered,
but not yet admitted, information [is] not ... a traditionally public source of information.” ); see
also Mercury Interactive Corp. v. Klein,70 Cal. Rptr. 3d 88, 97 (Cal. Ct. App. 2007) (no
presumption of public access to discovery documents attached to a complaint because no public
right of access to discovery materials); Lewis R. Pyle Mem'l Hosp. v. Super. Ct., 149 Ariz. 193,
197 (1986) (applying Seattle Times and holding “ pretrial depositions are no public right of access
to discovery materials); Lewis R. Pyle Mem'l Hosp. v. Super. Ct.,149 Ariz. 193, 197 (1986)
(applying Seattle Times and holding “ pretrial depositions are not public proceedings” ). That is
especially true here, where Google relied on the AG’s agreement to maintain confidentiality, and
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where the copious documents attached to the AG’s complaint are not at all necessary for the AG
to plead his claims, or for the Court to analyze the pending motion to dismiss the Complaint,
which Google will soon file. See, e.g., Foltz v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 331 F.3d 1122,
1135 (9th Cir. 2003) (even accounting for the “ strong presumption of access to court records,”
when “ a party attaches a sealed discovery document to a nondispositive motion, the usual
presumption of the public's right of access is rebutted” (citation omitted)).

Second, most if not all of the confidential documents the AG now seeks to publish are the
kind of documents that courts routinely maintain under seal. Generally, the exhibits the AG
seeks to publish can be categorized in one or more of the following five protected categories: (1)
product design, engineering, performance, and improvement presentations and reviews; (2)
product design and development deliberations and emails; (3) internal studies or projections; (4)
customer or user data; and (5) other business strategy business deliberations. For good and
obvious reasons, such information is protected from public disclosure.1

Third, the AG improperly seeks to publicize through his pleading various other things
that have no bearing on his claim for relief and in which there is no legitimate public interest.
For instance, allegations about how Google cooperated with the course of the AG’s confidential
investigation, which is confidential by statute (A.R.S. 44-1525), have nothing to do with the
AG’s claim about Google’s business practices. That investigation is over. The Complaint itself
recognizes that such information is neither a “ Factual Allegation” nor a part of the “ Claim for
Relief’ by throwing these impertinent allegations into an entirely separate section of the
Complaint. To the extent these allegations remain in any pleading the AG seeks to file, they
should remain sealed. See A.R.S. 44-1525.

Fourth, there is no good reason to make public the names and personal identifying
information (“ PH” ) of Google employees who testified in the AG’s confidential investigation
and whose names appear in various documents. See Ariz. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1) (permitting the
entry of a protective order to protect witnesses from “ annoyance, embarrassment, oppression or
undue burden” ). Indeed, there is clear reason not to: A.R.S. § 44-1525 provides that, even when

1 See e.g., Jochims v. Isuzu Motors, Ltd.,151 F.R.D. 338, 341 (S.D. Iowa 1993) (sealing “ test reports
relating to the design and development” of the product at issue as well as “ internal engineering standards”
and “ confidential information regarding advertising expenditures” because they are “ the kind of technical
and commercial information commonly subject to confidentiality orders” ); In re Google Inc. Gmail Litig.,
No. 13-MD-02430-LHK, 2014 WL 10537440, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 6, 2014) (sealing documents that
relate (1) to “ specific descriptions of how Gmail operates,” the disclosure of “ which could cause
competitive harm to Google” or (2) to “ how users’ interactions with the Gmail system affects how
messages are transmitted,” the disclosure of which “ could lead to a breach in the security of the Gmail
system” ); Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., No. C10-1823JLR, 2012 WL 5476846, at *2 (W.D. Wash.
Nov. 12, 2012) (sealing “ confidential source code, settlement negotiations, and product specifications” );
A.L. v. Walt Disney Parks & Resorts US, Inc.,No. 614CV15440RL22GJK, 2020 WL 1138254, at *1
(M.D. Fla. Mar. 9, 2020) (sealing “ internal study results,” “ communications strategies,” and “ business
operations” because the sealed documents contain “ confidential and proprietary information” ); See Apple
Inc. v. SamsungElecs. Co., 727 F.3d 1214, 1225 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (sealing “ detailed product-specific
financial information” and “ profit, cost, and margin data” that “ could give suppliers an advantage in
contract negotiations, which they could use to extract price increases for components” ).
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the Attorney General believes that it serves the "public interest” to publicize certain things about
a Consumer Fraud Act investigation, ''the names of the interested parties shall not be made
public.” Id. Courts routinely recognize that the protection of personal information, such as the
names of deponents and employee names and email addresses, constitutes an “ overriding
interest” sufficient to keep such information sealed. See, e.g., Hadley v. Kellogg Sales Co., No.
16-CV-04955-LHK, 2018 WL 7814785, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 5, 2018) (sealing documents that
contain “ sensitive personal information” ); Skurkis v. Montelongo, No. 16-CV-0972 YGR, 2016
WL 4719271, at *6 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 9, 2016) (instructing a party to refer to the other party’s
employees’ names in its complaint “ in a manner that identifies them without revealing their
names” ).

Finally, you indicated that you intend to publicly file with your Notice any material Google is
not currently seeking to maintain under seal. Although we disagree that the Rule requires this, as
promised, attached as Exhibit A hereto are the exhibits Google agrees may be publicly filed
along with your Notice (some in redacted form). As requested in your July 14 letter, Google’s
position is that all other exhibits to the Complaint should currently remain under seal for the
reasons explained above. With respect to the Complaint, Google’s position is that all
information that is redacted in the version of the complaint filed publicly on May 27, 2020
should currently remain under seal for the reasons explained above.

Sincerely,

Benedict Y. Hur

BYH:bk
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toT rye H i9h L.ine park, pbelsea Market, fleH's Kitchen, Ce.ntfal Pafkafid: •.···•· 
Harlem. To protect his privacy(TheAP diqn't.plotthe m6sttelll6g and · ·. · 
fr~quem marker- his home address: .. .. . . . 

HJge techcofllpanlesare und~r i~cre~sj~gsqruUny6vertheir dat~ .. · 
pf~ctipes, .following.(;l s.eri~? Of.pri\Tacy scandalsafFa.ce!Jook anpnew 
data-prlvacyrulesr~centty adopteg.bythe .Europ~an I.Jnioli .•t..a~tyear, the .. 
business news site Quartz fouqdthatGoogle was tracking Android users by . 
¢ollectingthe addresses otriearbyc~llphoneto\Ajers ~yen if alllocatlqn .. ·· · · 
serviqes.we.re oftGoogle qh;:1n.ged ·the practice afiq irJsisteditJlever ·• ··· 
rElcc)rded the data anyway; . . . . . . . .. 

Criti~~ say ~oogle'iinsisteoc~ ()ntiacking its user~·Mdations~~t~n;sfton{~U 
its dfiy~to boost'adv~Ji1s!ng revenue. .· ..•••. · .. ·. 

<' /,.:... d :--" _, ~ > ""'- .-_-. 
;..< "'i 

'JfleyJ)tJild.aciverti§inglnfopnationou(otHt:tta/'saidPet~ri.~nz;ttte·. 
senior ge().spati~:d aoalysl atpstilleryi·~i"iv~l C)dyertisingf.e9tJ.r:tplogy .. 
cQmpaby. ''More data for:th~m. :pr~sumaoly means·rno.re .profit~\··.·.·.·· 

·- "< .-:,-: ---;. -'.C,,-. .-c,-, ,-- ~~;;·-:. - '" ,_. 

Tb~:Af> l~aif1edoftile.J;sJe #qiTlJ<~;shaf11<~rl, a gFaatf~ferfesearclierc~tqc .. ···•·•·· . 
Ber~ele;y·wh() stu(jif3~.tl:le··•¢otnro.utir'l9 patt~Jlls"lifvol.tiflt~¥r~~in .q{d~rtohelp ... ·.· .. : 
o.roan· planners.~he noticed ·that herAndrpid phone• pr6roptecl.lier to"rat~a.··· ·: •.. 
~li~P.RiiJg_t~iP. t())<Qiif ~r. Ef\l~fl:.th~t:l9h..~!J~·h~tcl.i~m~fl.hg9§l}!gnlji~!g~~C>fL ... ~;;L 
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"s.c{n6V'I~iq·G~9~t¥·M~~s __ J<~bw-~~~f~J-~a:~1~-~~~;~~-1<~9-Ikai·8to6·pds1 __ I:!Jc.~s ; ; 

f~fiftf~i!flt~S1lf~if~~~~~~j~~!~t~l~~~~&:h~X 
•:ttjust realJy Qotheys me thatitjs not exglicitly stated." · _- ·. /:: . . . '; ,;-_ \E~( 
G9~9~~-Bf(~f$~Y~§r~~~BJr-ati<J~sp~~ti~f1~~¥h§~{~~trb~Hist~~:£~ttf~l'·~}~- ;:\_.· 
works.·in a pta·ceWou~d_.f:>nly see ifyq(Lturn•it.otf·_~- ·a.pOpoptriatappeaf's·<•·-··.~- •. ·~·::•· ... 
~tfo~~~W0~~il~L~~:L~6~~~~g:~~~Y%:f~6J{~~~i~~~~~91at$~~Bf~~o~~~~I.J}:. 
C~c;!iyft~§tt:~tMr~<?9§QJ~:~~IYig·e~{n~~R:~.ar~9;.~qg:JI.1~Ps:;.: :)- e: . ~ •...• / ··· ·: • .. '<:. :• 
~~ , "'., ~ ,, , r·/'.,.-' _, , , ,, .. , . , . , ·, , , , .,, ::/:>,,~,> .. S:~\: .. ~<:; 

%~~2i~~iib~m~~~~2t~i~i~lt9.~~etil~~P9P~~~~W!nf~~ni~~i~A-tbi·~~69·;;.:·· 
users;.sirce ti)is setting is qn by def~ult.TI:l.atpoptlp:.St(3te~~tll'af,".wh~IJ • < >S.• · .. ·· '": ·•· 
active/the se,tting•~savesJhelhingS•YOU~d() op Googi(:) si_tes,lapps;·ar1d 7•) :-2:.• 
services<".' ~n~ G1ssocicl.ted information, nl{eloca.W>J:i/' .·•···· ·•••· · > · : • ::. · .. ·. ·._. ·· 

'·~ '-.:: ''" '', '<,,', ,,' 

Watn idgsv\fhen•you'fe ~ti6titid turn Loc~tibti J1istoijoff.ili.aAI1droid. an(j • 
iPhon~.,q~\.fiq'e~sE!Hings.ar~. inox~:.dlffic41~ ·tcr.intE!rpret. Pn~Anc!roJ<:f.~ <the /r •.• _ .•... 
popup e>{plaip§that"placesyou go Witll your qeyicE!SV>/iUstop.beingadded 
toyourL?catiort.Hi~tocy map."OntheiPhon~ •. itsiin.r:>!Y reads; ~None'qf •••.. ·••• 
yourGoogle apps 1/JiiJl)e (3bleto store lqcation·data in l,ocati()nl-;li§tocy,~· • .... 

Tne~iP~one·t~xr:ist~c~~~ian);ru~.if~()teritiau~ fni~Jeadi~~.-~With_· .•... ·····.··.. . _. 
L()_ca.tior:J._HI~tory off, ··GqoQie _Maps ang other <lPPS stOre yourwhereaj:)qtits ·_iri 
a section ofyour account. call~d ~£\Ay:ActiyitY." JlOK''~()c~tiqn 1--Jistory.'' · .. · · · · · ·. > 

:-' ', ~ <~ ~ 

Since-2914, (3bogle has Jetadvertisers·trahk ttl~effeCtivE!l1i§$ 9t"oiinne ... 
ads ~tdrh/iog~Joqttraffjc)a,-featurethCit Gqpgle hfis~aid.rE)Ife~ ql}._uS.e'r' .• ·• 
loqatior1 ~istqrie~; .·•• ·-··· ·· • > · •··• L ~> . : _ ·· L· · .. -•... 
flleqompC~ny•is·pll~hi,flg·fuctH~fllltosll.chli:lcatlon~awafe.trC!cking.to·drivei•••···•, ··.••··••· 
ad .re:VepJ:Je, \f\/hicf\ rqse20 perc~f1tlasfye(3rto *a5Abillioo: At~ G.cici91e : .. · .• _ .•. _.·-.•.-.•.·· 
Mar~e~ir1lf[(ye summifin•JLlly,·Googleexec~.it!~es tJnvei_IE)d' a· newl<iol ~a fled. . ••.••.••..••.. 
"ld¢'~1 paiJ1p(ligns"JI'lCl{qynC~Wiqa,l!Y•q~es. ags tobq8~Hil1~riersgn.~fore • ... . ·.· •..• '{h·; 
yi~its;_~ltsC~y~ .. ityafl·m.e~siJr~.!i9WWe!l-.<l·-·c~mpaign or9vet9ot .. trt:lffig·witn, ;: ,. •• 
dat(l pt.JIIec:Jirom•Gciogle t~se.-J"$;1§pati9h fiistori.¢s:) 2 F ·· · · :.; · ...... ·;·.(: 

§O,oQ]jf(>;~~~ll~l~Ca~;ll'r.i~~sS;6~J~~~~~~;:ity~i,;u~~~~~targ~{~;, ;;, 
£i!i~i~~~~!;~~r:~·~1~~~~~~!~!!~~~~l%~~~~~:~L~~t3, 
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WARNII\l~l-tAckE:Rs//· .. ··•·•·•·· .. ········ .. ····~···· .................. ···.·.·.·.·· .. ·· ... <:····.<···.···· .· .......... . 
Cea~af$ 'staff are. perfo(ining "faodomJI sect:Jrjtychec~~of rc)oms .. lf}rouopf · ... · < 

oufo~roorncle~oin~r~n~ wsed defcpn 4iscount:tl1eywlllcheckyourrpei1Jl and····· · · 
WILt confisc;:ite soldeHng lrohs+more! · · · · · · · · 
<-.- .·,-, •' ',,',,;,···.<~--"< ,;,~--- -_ ----- --- -

A~d .• siAc~ tlieseatclle~•. c£rn~ withot~t•any warning··.otherthelna•· ~nock, th~y 
led, insoiTI~cc;ises;· to Jrighfenil)g encoupters for ahe~dees wtiowere in · .•. · · 
tho$e.:rooms; ·KatJe Mouss~uris•• •. ·. a bug bpuoty•and vull)erab{lijy di~closure··· 
r>f"ogr~nn pioneer atMicrosoftj t3n advot~~te forsecufityre§eaf"chef$ran(j .• now ··.· ..... . 
ttie'.fouru:ier and Of() oft uta ~ecuri~y •. ·•· was confrontM by twomalem~mbers qf . 
hotel s~curitY as sh(3 returrledJ() berrpom. vvhenshe \Afe(ltinto. thei"oom td 
caU tM deskJo'Nerifywho th'eYwere; •they•baoged on the dopr and screamed. 
at her!() irn!ll~diately ()p~n it·. . < 
-<https;l/twitter.ci>mlk8emb~ > .· .• > · 

JSatie Moussot.Jtist1t@k~eiJ}O< •.• · 
<https:/Jfwitter:comlk8erno:>J •~ >• · / .... > .. ::. . • • ./ , ····.·.•·•. 
;;:https:lltWittericcim/k8emb/statusl1028375o35285630976>. · 
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;---•-;~'"~ ~- ""7~"'"'7 ""~" ") <:::"•:••;'"";' '':'w'"}~~~,'''>c::--":""~~"-;"-/~;""";""C~-~:'"7~'~,"~" :~:~~~~~';:"'''~/~,-·~- , ";;"•"~<>;''<'~'~''' - - '''":'''~""'~··::-~-----;-~'-7'""'';'~---:~- •;:::·~~~ 

t;rnJerrifiMArvnat.tM:.h~llj$thi~)·@q~e,sii.r$F@?¢e,., ·•' • T~.·;>·.......... <. ;>;• 

~~~ig::~~~:::~·6~~~~:t:t:~6~~~6~~Wffk~~~h;;·. · ·;: ) :.5L.r.~ · · < •• < • •• 

1·~tiEM~.8udtt.~2o~a~;·J•.? ....• <·.<<····················<·.·.·.·.· •.. t.\.,.> .. i~f.·.;'··• ···~· .··~?:o···~·,~··L 

i~l;i;;~~~~~;~;;;fs;wr;~;;;t~\;~1;rii~2~t;,:t~ 
<inH[silltWitter:C:omthia&dfeS.tone*~~:~~~~. • :; ,i/. -~~··•·• ••. · < ~: . •~ . . : ·. · · • < • :. 

Mad.di§;,StdO:e@m~t{oiEfst()l}e~h~ .'·;··;<. ;" .• ,· · .••.• < ~· • /, ·'· < .. <····-~<·······< • ·• ;, -;;. : • ..• 
-5hftpsi1/twitter~Comlma't1diestbn·e;~; ,·. ·r ·• .. :· \ :···c:·· >.J · ; :.: :' { 
<nttps:J/l:WittericomlmaddieStohelstatt:islio2849i:rT:6973246bs44;> ::u~. '·. ·. · ····· .. :<~ :. .:; 

i· • •. ·~:/.~:_.\<,~~ ,, , ~~>/'<: :"':· "<>··.· ,···, ·.'·'·:<!:· </ ·- '", .. <·.-.·:·:.>x···.- .· ·. ;:: . :·_r:-·. ,. - -- .<·. ·-.·.·, . ><~;-/:;':.. ·~ ", 
- . • .. -. --;· - '"' ----- ----- ··:-/· -/.·:---:~ - -t--~- .·. --- ->·.;-r.:.-~~~:_ 

~~~~~f~l~l~~~i~~~~,!~~;,~~~~~~~~~~,'~~/';~{ 
<hthisWtWitter:ddmfCaesarsPalace~·i~ investig~Un:9 y.th~tller ifw~~·ahotel .. ·.·., ··.. . ·· 
erhploy~e. @de{c;On/~https://tWitter.cofn/defconS. has ~Ish'beerr alerte.d .•. d; •••.•.······•.· · •• •.·.·••· 

S:2.~PM-,A.ug 11,2{)1t3 • . .. ··.·•········ ...•... ·· . • ..... ; .· . / . ·• .. 
<https:l/twlttef!comlfnaadiestone/statusti 028Mlai6S73246os44:>' .·•· 

f3eau\N()6d~, ~yb~tpglicya2trvist~r~•cg:i~ur1aetofiA~Th~ cavalry, 
h<:JCk!=!tl.tbe."Oo.t:Jqt.9istL!rfi".sign.irJ 9rl .<:lttFllilPttqsta\.te off ,$,~~relies~•· , · 
<llttgsY /twitter ;com7oea IJwoods:> ; , · ·• · ·•·· .. • · •...• ·• I". . ·.·• • · 
<hftps://twitter:corn/beauwooos> •• ... ·.. q> • ·. >i \ •·····.·· .. > 
<httpsYttwitter,com/beauwoods>-.~tittpszl/tv\litteH::orn/beauwoods~···· 
<tittps:l/t\fvitter;cohi/beauwoods> .View ifuage ()n,Twittef / < · ... ·.. . . • .··.· ..... ··. 

:<:htfps://twitter.comlbeauwoods/stati:lsL1028387331927986176/phot0!1 '?.ref src=lws 
rc%5Etfv\l% 7Cl:Wcahip%5El:Weetembed%7CtWterm%5E1 02838733.1.927986176&ref 

url=littQs%3A%2F%2Farstecl1nica.com%2Ftecti:.,·.···•·• ...••.. ·•.· ····:.· •···. ·.· .· .. ·.• ..... ·. • ..... ·. • .•... · •. ·. 
policy%2F20t8%2F08.%2FsecuritY:theater-"nieets~aef~con~as:.:room:.searclles.,sparK::. 

~~~~o~;~E~o@Jf)au~()ods(. · • . '> ·• :·.~·. . >' ... 
<https:/ /twitter :conWbeai.IWo6as>" /• •·••·····• ··•· ..•.. ·.. • .... ••· • .•. > . • •·· ...•. ·· ·.·. 

<::https:/ttWitter:com/beauwoods/sfatu~/1oga3a7ss1·927986176?'::• ... 
'_;, r-' ,'~ ';''' ': ,. • ,''•: '. ; ' > '> ,;::< ' 

F8rttios~tryil1gtofi~ur:eMUtfiriyy'tgAyoiclth~.H6t~t/6bm(iH}se~l!rit~ · ··(··. ··· .. ···· 

t~t~~':x*~~K,~~r~~wp~·~9,~~ ~~~~qin.\:·~q;•'[lc;;~~~~·:".·• .. ·•·····••" ...•.... ~·;~ 
<littps://twitter:com/beauwoods/status/1b28387331927986176>: ·~ •·· • : ; ··.·: 

',, .: '' ,;~. 

~~~t;~~tf:t[i~~t~i(~.~j{~f~~~'~i~\1~~~~~~~H~~l~~f~H 0 
'::_.;'~ /--: :~,'.:~:/';,\:"'':>: ":'/}.~;;_,~:::,',~~·:0,':'::.--:,~,:-:'',,·>;:~<.--"':(>':-- ":,,_,:-.-,--- :::i':_"-:J:--'·.; -; --~:- ---- --- - - i;.:-~· 

~(~~~1!~~~~fs~\~ffroi~tf~t~~~atW~~~~~V~il~lli~~~~:~tt%4~~~~;;~~~~~~~ 
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-r~~~~i3WT·in7cof1si.Bgfii19'i~iki[l9·~zr-~slkftiriv~t~]>~ca-ti~~F~~~~v~:rfcdq11r~e:···~~·-·· 
gopd ~fpr.. 04r"s~aretl~la.ers; ~na.t>le~)'esla tqopei-i:lt~;at it$f)e$t.a@.ad\lan9~, .. 

i~.~ .•. ".~.t .••. ~~i~l~Ii~1~~i!~:~~tf~o~~-s .•. ·.•.•.~.e.t·a··· ~1~~C£~~~f~~K~~~;I'.•·~, 
~ 0 ,' " '" '' 

0 
" ' ::~:~:·;·~.i~~.~/:~~~:- >::w~·\'•';(,>,·: '• • ,r ,•><:::>• '><- , :_ -~~/~ --:: . . . . ·E:~--~~~/;.-:>. · .. / r· "?2~~-~~--~---. :-<·· :}.::. . ~:~:: ::~· \.-:~~--/ <>:- ·. :.~- . >. ---;. -:~ :::· .<< ·:.:.j~:: _- ~·· .·:;-,\ ::;;~;"; 

----- ' -<./? - ; ---~---·' - :-;;,J -------"- /."..:;-- ----- ;:, __ <~:;~~ .. ,. 
*'{V:narna.s.:~~Rffie~~a~o:t~~~~·~- ~- •· ...••.•.....• ; • • /-~··· ;~ •. :xr-~····>; ;\.~·~ r;~~ ... 
Qll'Au~o~t•Z.nd;J notifie(j the'·T,~sle1 pc)ard. fhat/in·my·p;er§'o!'l~l;¢'cfpc;1pityd e~~ '7i ci; ·~··.· .. 

f~i~i~I«f~iil~#!~~~~~i~\~i!~i~'fli~~:r~J 
wisiJ~dto'ren:lain a& ·a~narehPid~r iii ·a. r)tl~ate~Tesia ::qot.ild qqso~Wlth•tli~r· "'· ·· • ·. 
$42o.f)er·.sh~re··btiyoutosed.onlyJor$lia'retiolciers~tnafpr~f~rrecljnat:optiofl: :.:..~~·:t·· 
~:, _,"",->,',,- <---- ::< :~_,.-_/>: / '<- - -,->'<- --- ----~- -_- -- -<- ~--- ------ ;_- :::~--:-:--- -:----/ ----~ :- ;,-_--_ -j<- -- ' --- <> :> ---' ;' --- ,<- _><--;: :;_,-:, '>_- ;, ---_: ;-, _: -::-~;- --- -' 

.t\it~rar1.i~iti~rrri~~{iri~.ot~t6~6()~rd·~).<nltsi~eWi?~~t6~r§t~.~i~?J~~~~~:-:Ci)i:. ·. •· .·-.·· 
propOsal (lclid·not pafiicipatef: n()rrlidl\ir,n,fral), afliJI.t)()ard 'n:1eeti~Jg W~§·iF~· · .. ····• ) 
ll.eJ.d .. QUringtl),al rheetjng;,J ;old~th~ b()ard·aobqttiJ.e(UQcjingdj$¢\.lssiQTlS·:.· .......... . 
thafhad taken·place (more-on ~ll<ltb~lpw);:incl !explained why-this oould be •. . · •. ·.·•··· 
ii1Tesla~sl?n~~teniJ lriter~st.; · ······ ... ·•.; ·i/_+> < ;/_·L .· •. ····· 
Atit1~.~nci8ttnatm~etirl9; itwa~··a~re~d.th~las ~ne~rste~,;t1{/tsu~<f•·•.·•.·.· · ' •.. ··. 
re~gl} ()Uttost>me.ofT~~l?l'~ ~arge~t~h~rehQlders. QQrJ~rgestil1y~st9rs ·• ~ •. / ·• 
~av~ be.en·~xtremelysupp0!1iveof T:esla•over tJJe year~ ••. and.unq~r~tantHng i · 
whetHer they pad the ~bility ahd des.ire)to·.retl)ain•.as·9nar~h{)ld~rs irla • 
private Testa .. i.s Of Critical impprtanc~ to>me,The,y'?re'tl}e ones who •••... ·.· ·. : •... 
believedinT:~sla wren noone~~lse did ?nd th~yare!tJeone~ whomost · 
hel.i£we iriourfuture, J tgld the b.oardthat l would. n:~port back after I 
!lad these discussions: ·.·• · · · · · ·· · · · · · 

*~nydid·l~ak~ a pubn~annciuncem.ent?* .•. ·. .• • · .. · · ... · . . ... • .. ·.· .. 
The only y.ray I could t~ave meaningful dis~IJssions wi!h ()Ur large~t •• . .. 
~hare~otaer=s was:tob~ sompletety toni;Jcgming withthem aboutmYaesixe to .. 
take the co(Tlp~ny private:· However, itWouldn't f:>~tigh_ttoshare .· • .. ••··•.· ... · .... ·.· ....... 
inforrnation.aboutgoil)9 priy~te with Just our largestinvestor$.witt1Ql.ll·•··· ·•·•···. · · 
sharir~g the??~me inforrt1ationwith .. all·inve's(Qrsa,'f,ft)e~arrietimetA$~a •. ·.•·.·. · 
result{ it was clear to rne1hattt1e rightthingto dCl wasa:nnouirc~mi • ·.·. 
il1te-ntfons publicly. To ~~~ .. clea~ wheocJ made the puouc·anoouhcernerit;:]ust 
as With this. J:)io.9 post i;lndall otheropiscus$fons;lnaV'~hadqnthis t()pic;_ ...••... ·~•. 
lamspeakill.gfor lJiYs~lfas a •pote~tlal biaderforJ:~st~. ~}~ "X .. . •.•.•• ·. · ...•• 

*Wfly?di.chl ;say~'fa11ding'Secured"?~ •·•······ ·• >;. . ··• > •· •. •·.· :: . · ~) ..• ; ' ·.~ ..... ; 
G()il1g ~c:~c~alrnosttWo~years; the Saucli.,l\.tal)fan::srivefeigli\'iealtn.fund.~as //. -'·•·· 
(lppr()ash:eqr,nfrnllltiple_tirnes-'?boptJa~lng.TesJapftva~~~JheYfirsimeJF····.····· 
Wi~hmeat•.ttWAeginning C>t 201Tt9 expre§s• toist~t~resttiecaQse~ot.!ne 3::~. •·•··•·. 
~n1P2f!§!nf.r1.~~cl.!£.ci!v~r;£)if~G!Wf:!Y J[9.fu9l.l:. If:l~y_th~~~~l:}lc£s.~;\l~r;~I~ .• :3L~.:~ :. •.. {:.•.• :. t ... ·. 
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~~~~~~*~;~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~h%~JRf!~~t~~W~~i~~c;~~~rJ~'t$!i~i~?F~~~~: 
SaUdi.sovsrsign•fund tias;more,than· enough .Capital needed to execUte'bri suclf•; 
a trall§cictioh:, 5 /i sr~ti~;:;f.';.X: .• (.!:X···~···:"·.··z· j(.;,: {[·.;~; £::;•, :~ •. ~t·~ c······~· Y {.{•. 
-~~ ·: ;~ ":>>- ;:,':~' ~, ·~·'', . '- ··.,:.,::,-~:-~'~j)<i' ~: :·;~::·.'_, ·· , ,:··.·<:-·?~~,;::··, < ~··"' .<j/~ .·:;::. ''> 0.-;,, ·····: -~.-:-.:~~;~:_::·:_:~:j~/S: 

R~~~I1JI§t:?ti~H~~~s~~a;·r4Ra:~~d911f~'fr12~t,~o/o{~(t~~~~-t3foq~<';if!roll~~;~~e~l)~.·i~ 
pui:)licm~rkets; lhe'f:'r~acfleB.i:>'~f:to."askfor.··an(jtiJEirJmeeting, crn~t.m~eting•.•.·. • .;· 

~llil!il~llt.ilf!lfli\tlfl~!lfl!!~ 
~?~!~H~rJ'~t~:~~~~R?~;i~icqJi~~i~fWit~J~~.~~~,fR~J~iJ;:', ,'i ,5;: 
sqvereign fund could eecolosed, ancHhCJt it was just a niatte~ of getting " . - ' ·· x 
the process moving. This fs why I referred to "funding secur.ea·: in ttw · · ·>.· 
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GOOGLE PRIVACY POLICY 

When you use our services, you're trusting us with your 
information. We understand this is a big responsibility and 
work hard to protect your information and put you in 
control. 

This Privacy Policy is meant to help you understand what information we collect. why we collect it. and 

how you can update, manage, export, and delete your information. 

Effective January 22, 2019 

Archived versions 

We build a range of services that help millions of people daily to explore and interact with the world in new 

ways. Our services include: 

Google apps, sites, and devices, like Search, YouTube, and Google Home 

Platforms like the Chrome browser and Android operating system 

Products that are integrated into third·party apps and sites, like ads and embedded Google Maps 

You can use our services in a variety of ways to manage your privacy. For example, you can sign up for a 

Google Account if you want to create and manage content like emails and photos, or see more relevant 

search results. And you can use many Google services when you're signed out or without creating an 

account at all, like searching on Google or watching You Tube videos. You can also choose to browse the 

web privately using Chrome in Incognito mode. And across our services. you can adjust your privacy 

settings to control what we collect and how your information is used. 

To help explain things as clearly as possible, we've added examples, explanatory videos, and defrnitions 

for key terrns. And if you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, you can contact us. 

INFORMATION GOOGLE COLLECTS 
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We want you to understand the types of information we 
collect as you use our services 

We collect information to provide better services to all our users- f rom figuring out basic stuff like which 

language you speak, to more complex things like which ad~ou'll find most useful, the people who matter 

most to you online. or which You Tube videos you might like. The information Google collects, and how 

that information is used, depends on how you use our services and how you manaqe your privacy 

controls. 

l When you're not signed in to a Google Account, we store the information we collect with unique identif iers .. 

fled to t he browser, application, or~ you're using.,This helps us do things like ma intain your language 

preferences across browsing sessions. 

When you're signed in, we also collect information that we store with your Google Account, which we treat 

as personal information. 

Things you create or provide to us 

WhP.n you r.rP.MP. ;=~ r.nooiP. Ar.r.ount. you nrovic1P. us with lli!rsonal information that induc1Ps your name 

and a password. You can also choose to add a phone number or payment information to your account. 

Even it you aren't signed in to a Google Account, you might choose to provide us with information - like 

an email address to receive updates about our services. 

We also collect the content you create, upload, or receive from others when using our services. This 

includes things like email you write and receive, photos and videos you save. docs and spreadsheets you 

create. and comments you make on You Tube videos. 

Information we collect as you use our services 

Your apps, browsers & devices 

We collect information about the apps, browsers, and devices you use to access Google services, which 

helps us provide features like automatic product updates and dimming your screen if your battery runs 

low. 
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settings, operating system, mobile network information including carrier name and phone number, and 

application version number. We also collect information about the interaction of your apps, browsers, and 

devices with our services, including lE a<:!sf!e~, crash reports, system activity, and the date, time, and 

referrer URL of your request. 

We collect this information when a Google service on your device contacts our servers- for example, 

using an f.ndroidsJ~Go~gle ay~. your device periodically contacts Googleservers to provide 

information about your device and connection to our services. This information includes things like your 

device type, carrier name, crash reports, and which apps you've installed. 

Your activity 

We collect information about your activity in our services, which we use to do things like recommend a 

YouTube video you might like. The activity information we collect may include: 

Terms you search for 

Videos you watch 

Views and interactions with content and ads 
~;<-~"'~~&,_-04cc~~,,~--'-0!P~~~-~MA~--~~~~b$o/~~#~-d-"~=~ 

Voice and audio information when you use audio features 

Purchase activity 

People with whom you communicate or share content 

Activity on third-party sites and apps that use our services 

If you use our ~!~£~f!la~~~!lEL!ecei!:~ls ~()L!'~!l<:!m~andJecei~~E!l~.£1~~· we may collect telephony 

log information like your phone number, calling-party number, receiving-party number, forwarding 

numbers, time and date of calls and messages, duration of calls, routing information, and types of calls. 

You can visit your Google Account to find and manage activity information that's saved in your account. 
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Go to Google Account 

Your location information 

We collect information about your location when you use our services, which helps us offer features like 

rlrivina rlin>rtirm<: fnr yn11r WP<>k<>nrl o<>t::<w::~y nr c:hnwtim<><: fnr mnvi<:><: pi::. yin a n<:>::.r ynn 

Your location can be determined with varying degrees of accuracy by: 

GPS 

IP address 

!!]J()rl'!}~,!!£!2Ji£9l~L!hl!2~§Jl~~.ll~~~Lsl~1S~· such as Wi·Fi access points, cell towers, and Bluetooth· 

enabled devices 

The types of location data we collect depend in part on your device and account settings. For example, 

you can turn your Android device's location on or off using the device's settings app. You can also turn on 

Loce~tion llit;tory if you wont to create o private mop of where you go with your ;;igned-in device:>. 

In some circumstances, Google also collects information about you from p~~ a~siqle so~. For 

example, if your name appears in your local newspaper, Google's Search engine may index that article and 

display it to other people if they search for your name. We may also collect information about you from 

trusted partners, including marketing partners who provide us with information about potential 

customers of our business services, and security partners who provide us with information to P!J:ll~! 

~st~lD~~~~~~.~~· We also receive information from advertisers to provide ~~Ve[QSii)J,L~!Jd L~~eaLs!l~~£Vi~~ 

on their behalf. 

We use various technologies to collect and store information, including£~~· Eixel t~~· local storage, 

such as pr~y-:,~~LW~!:>~12E90~ or ~pJ>I£s~1i£l.IJ.~~!L~£~.S'l~ databases, and ~~L~~L!291>· 

WHY GOOGLE COLLECTS DATA 
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use data build better services 

We use the information we collect from all our services for the following purposes: 

Provide our services 

We use your information to 9~~~~!~~'=!!:s~rvic~~· like processing the terms you search for in order to return 

results or helping you share content by suggesting recipients from your contacts. 

Maintain & improve our services 

We also use your information to ~erv!,s~'sln~L~s~~· such as tracking outages or 

troubleshooting issues that you report to us. And we use your information to pake l!n~ovw~ment~ to our 

services- for example, understanding which search terms are most frequently misspelled helps us 

improve spell-check features used across our services. 

Develop new services 

We use the information we collect in existing services to help us develop new ones. For example, 

understanding how people organized their photos in Pica sa, Google's first photos app, helped us design 

and launch Google Photos. 

Provide personallzea services, Including content and ads 

We use the information we collect to customize our services for you, including providing 

recommendations, personalized content, and fw~~~~QJizeds~!!J~D-E!!#~~!ts. For example, Security 

provides security tips adapted to how you use Google products. And Google Play uses information like 

apps you've already installed and videos you've watched on You Tube to suggest new apps you might like. 

uepenamg on your settmgs, we may also snow you EJ!L~~~§1!~2~S!~ nasea on your Interests. t-or 

example, if you search for "mountain bikes," you may see an ad for sports equipment when you're 

browsing a site that shows ads served by Google. You can control what information we use to show you 

ads by visiting your ad settings. 
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We don't show you personalized ads based on;;:~~~;;:;;:"~~~~~;";#~~>'~;;;:,;;:;;;~:/ such as race, religion, se,.ual 

orientation, or health. 

We don't share information that personally identifies you with advertisers, such as your name or 

email, unless you ask us to. For example, if you see an ad for a nearby flower shop and select the 

"tap to call" button, we'll connect your call and may share your phone number with the flower shop. 

Go to Ad Settings 

Measure performance 

We uoe data for onolytieo and meaourement to underotand how our oervieeo ore uoed. For example, we 

analyze data about your visits to our sites to do things like optimize product design. And we also use data 

about the ads you interact with to help advertisers understand the performance of their ad campaigns. 

We use a variety of tools to do this, including Google Analytics. When you visit sites that use Google 

Analytics, Google and a Google Analytics customer !lli!JJi!J!Jl!f9l!Jl~l9!2 about your activity from that site 

with activity from other sites that use our ad services. 

Communicate with 

We use information we collect, like your email address, to interact with you directly. For example, we may 

send you a notification if we detect suspicious activity, like an attempt to sign in to your Google Account 

from an unusual location. Or we may let you know about upcoming changes or improvements to our 

services. And if you contact Go ogle, we'll keep a record of your request in order to help solve any issues 

Protect Google, our users, and the public 

We use information to help improve the ~2~!~!t2!ld~rei~J,?lJi!l' of our services. This includes detecting, 

preventing, and responding to fraud, abuse, security risks, and technical issues that could harm Google, 

our users, or the public. 
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We u~e different teclmologie~ to proce~:;, your inforrnation for the::.e purpo::.e::.. We use automated 

systems that analyze your content to provide you with things like customized search results, personalized 

ads, or other features tailored to how you use our services. And we analyze your content to help us~ 

ab~l!,s,e such as spam, malware, and illegal content. We also use~~~!!:~~ to recognize patterns in data. 

For example, Google Translate helps people communicate across languages by detecting common 

language patterns in phrases you ask it to translate. 

described above. For example, if you watch videos of guitar players on YouTube, you might see an ad for 

guitar lessons on a site that uses our ad products. Depending on your account settings, lo~r ~;::tiVL!~£!l 

£,th~[ si~~~ may be associated with your personal information in order to improve Google's 

services and the ads delivered by Google. 

If other users already have your email address or other information that identifies you, we may sl1ow 

them your publicly visible Google Account information, such as your name and photo. This helps people 

identify an email coming from you, for example. 

We'll ask for your consent before using your information for a purpose that isn't covered in this Privacy 

Policy. 

YOUR PRIVACY CONTROLS 

You have choices regarding the information we collect and 
how it's used 

This section describes key controls for managing your privacy across our services. You can also visit the 

addition to these tools, we also offer specific privacy settings in our products- you can learn more in our 

Product Guide. 

Go to Privacy 

Managing, reviewing, and updating your information 
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When you're ::.igned in, you can alway:; review and update information by vi:;iting the ::.ervice:; you u::.e. for 

example, Photos and Drive are both designed to help you manage specific types of content you've saved 

with Google. 

We also built a place for you to review and control information saved in your Google Account. Your 

Account includes: 

Privacy controls 

Activity Controls 

Decide what types of activity you'd like saved in your account. For example, you can turn on 

Location History if you want traffic predictions for your daily commute, or you can save your 

"YOuTube warcn Hlswry w get oener VIdeo suggestions. 

Ad settings 

Manage your preferences about the ads shown to you on Go ogle and on sites and apps that 

ll£.Il!l~r wilbJiQ£91£ to show ads. You can modify your interests, choose whether your 

personal information is used to make ads more relevant to you, and turn on or off certain 

advertising services. 

Go to Ad 

About you 

Control what other<:> occ about you aero"<:> Googlc ocrvicco. 

Go to About You 

Shared endorsements 

Choose whether your name and photo appear next to your activity, like reviews and 

recommendations, that appear in ads. 

Go to Shared Endorsements 

Information you share 
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Control whom you share information with through your account on Google+. 

Go to Information You Share 

Ways to review & update your information 

My Activity 

My Activity allows you to review and control data that's created when you use Google 

services, like searches you've done or your visits to Google Play. You can browse by date and 

by topic, and delete part or all of your activity. 

Go to My 

Google Dashboard 

Google Dash board allows you to manage information associated with specific products. 

Go to Dashboard 

Your personal information 

Manage your contact information, such as your name, email, and phone number. 

Go to Personal Info 

When you're signed out, you can manage information associated with your browser or device, including: 

Gig ned out oeoreh peroonoli;cotion: Choooc whether your oeorch activit)· io uoed to offer you more 

relevant results and recommendations. 

You Tube settings: Pause and delete your YouTube Search and your YouTube Watch 

Ad Settings: your preferences about the ads shown to you on Google and on sites and apps 

that partner with Go ogle to show ads. 

Exportingt removing & deleting your information 
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You can e"port a copy of content in your Google Account if you want to back it up or u:;,e it with a :service 

outside of Google. 

Export your data 

You can also request to remove content from specific Google services based on applicable law. 

To delete your information, you can: 

Delete your content from §£El,9ific ~~OQ!~~~L~ce~ 

Search for and then delete specific items from your account using 

including your information associated with those products 

Delete your entire 

Delete your information 

And fmally, Inactive Account allows you to give someone else access to parts of your Google 

Account in case you're unexpectedly unable to use your account. 

There are other ways to control the information Google collects whether or not you're signed in to a 

Google Account, including: 

Browser settings: For example, you can conftgure your browser to indicate when Google has set a 

£92151~ in your browser. You can also configure your browser to block all cookies from a specific 

domain or all domains. But remember that our services ~~1t£!l_S£<?~Js!#'?S!£JUD~<?!i92J?~I2E~!:!l· for 

things like remembering your language preferences. 

Device-level sentngs: your oevtce may nave conuols war oerermme wnarmrormauon we couecr. For 

example, you can location on your Android device. 
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SHARING YOUR INFORMATION 

When you share your information 

Many of our services let you share information with other people, and you have control over how you 

share. For example, you can share videos on YouTube publicly or you can decide to keep your videos 

private. Remember, when you share information publicly, your content may become accessible through 

search engines, including Google Search. 

When you're signed in and interact with some Google services, like leaving comments on a You Tube video 

or reviewing a song in Play, your name and photo appear next to your activity. We may also display this 

information in ads depending on your Shared endorsements setting. 

When Google shares your information 

We do not share your personal information with companies, organizations, or individuals outside of 

Google except in the following cases: 

With your consent 

We'll share personal information outside of Google when we have your consent. For example, if you use 

Home to make a reservation through a booking service, we'll get your permission before sharing 

your name or phone number with the restaurant. We'll ask for your explicit consent to share any ~l)Sil~£ 

~erso~flal i~forf'l~tion. 

With domain administrators 

If you're a student or work for an organization that uses Google services (like G Suite), your domain 

administrator and resel!ers who manage your account will have access to your Google Account. They 

may be able to: 

Access and retain information stored in your account like your email 

View statistics regarding your account like how many apps you instal! 

Change your account password 
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Su:;pend or terminate your account act:.e:;:; 

Receive your account information in order to satisfy applicable law, regulation, legal process, or 

enforceable governmental request 

Restrict your ability to delete or edit your information or your privacy settings 

For external processing 

We provide personal information to our ~Jflli~tes and other trusted businesses or persons to process it for 

us, based on our instructions and in compliance with our Privacy Policy and any other appropriate 

confidentiality and security measures. For example, we use service providers to help us with customer 

support. 

For legal reasons 

We will share personal information outside of Google if we have a good-faith belief that access, use, 

preservation, or disclosure of the information is reasonably necessary to: 

Meet any applicable law, regulation, ~£I~.!2!~~2l e~l9.LS~~l~~~L9X~~L!l!:!l~Dta!I~9!:1~~!· We share 

information about the number and type of reque"'t"' vve receive fron1 government"' in our 

Report. 

Enforce applicable Terms of Service, including investigation of potential violations. 

Detect, prevent, or otherwise address fraud, security, or technical issues. 

Protect against harm to the rights, property or safety of Google, our users, or the public as required 

or permitted by low. 

We may share !lSJ!l:Per;:;~~!l~~l'Y i"deJl!!!l~e!e info"r~!!£D" publicly and with our partners -like publishers. 

advertisers, developers, or rights holders. For example, we share information publicly to ~~<?~!L~!l£~ 

aboutthe general use of our services. We also allow §R~SfftSJ)2"r1!l~!"~ to collect information from your 

browser or device for advertising and measurement purposes using their own cookies or similar 

technologies. 

If Google is involved in a merger, acquisition, or sale of assets, we'll continue to ensure the confidentiality 

of your personal information and give affected users notice before personal information is transferred or 

becomes subject to a different privacy policy. 
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KEEPING YOUR INFORMATION SECURE 

We build security into our services to protect your 
information 

All Go ogle products are built with strong security features that continuously protect your information. 

The insights we gain from maintaining our services help us detect and automatically block security 

threats from ever reaching you. And if we do detect something risky that we think you should know about, 

we'll notify you and help guide you through steps to stay better protected. 

We work hard to protect you and Google from unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure, or destruction 

of information we hold, including: 

We use encryption to keep your data private while in transit 

We offer a range of security features, like Safe 

help you protect your account 

Security Checkup, and 2 Verification to 

We review our information collection, storage, and processing practices, including physical security 

measures, to prevent unauthorized access to our systems 

We restrict access to personal information to Google employees, contractors, and agents who need 

that information in order to process it. Anyone with this access is subject to strict contractual 

confidentiality obligations and may be disciplined or terminated if they fail to meet these obligations. 

EXPORTING & DELETING YOUR INFORMATION 

You can export a copy of your information or delete it from 
your Google Account at any time 

You can export a copy of content in your Google Account if you want to back it up or use it with a service 

outside of Google. 

your data 
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To delete your info1mation, you can. 

Delete your content from :?2!:£ill£Qs>21)12.~~lY.ices 

Search for and then delete specific items from your account using Activity 

Delete specific products, including your information associated with those products 

Delete your entire Account 

Delete your information 

In some cases, we retain data for limited periods when it needs to be kept for legitimate business or legal 

purposes. You can read about Google's data retention including how long it takes us to delete 

your information. 

We try to ensure that our services protect information from accidental or malicious deletion. Because of 

this, there may be delays between when you delete something and when copies are deleted from our 

active and backup systems. 

COMPLIANCE & COOPERATION WITH REGULATORS 

We regularly review this Privacy Policy and make sure that we process your information in ways that 

comply with it. 

Data transfers 

We maintain :?~~~!l~~L<2.lLQ..sL!!!~.!Y2LL~ and your information may be processed on servers located outside 

of the country where you live. Data protection laws vary among countries, with some providing more 

protection than others. Regardless of where your information is processed, we apply the same 

protections described in this policy. We also comply with certain frameworks relating to the transfer 

of data, such as the EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield Frameworks. 

When we receive formal written complaints, we respond by contacting the person who made the 

complaint. We work with the appropriate regulatory authorities, including local data protection 
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authorities, to resolve any complaints regarding the transfer of your data that we cannot resolve with you 

directly. 

ABOUT THIS POLICY 

When this policy applies 

This Privacy Policy applies to all of the services offered by Go ogle LLC and its affiliat~~' including 

YouTube, Android, and services offered on third-party sites, such as advertising services. This Privacy 

Policy doesn't apply to services that have separate privacy policies that do not incorporate this Privacy 

Policy. 

This Privacy Policy doesn't apply to: 

The information practices of other companies and organizations that advertise our services 

Services offered by other companies or individuals, including products or sites that may include 

Google services, be displayed to you in search results, or be linked from our services 

Changes to this policy 

We change this Privacy Policy from time to time. We will not reduce your rights under this Privacy Policy 

without your explicit consent. We always indicate the date the last changes were published and we offer 

access to archived versions for your review. If changes are significant, we'll provide a more prominent 

notice (including, for certain services, email notification of Privacy Policy changes). 

RELATED PRIVACY PRACTICES 

Specific Google services 

The following privacy notices provide additional information about some Go ogle services: 

Chrorne the Chrome 

Books 
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f" a y ment :> 

Fiber 

Google Fi 

G Suite for Education 

VouTubo V.idc 

/\ccounts Managed with Family link, for Children under 13 (or applicable age in your 

country) 

Other useful resources 

The following links highlight useful resources for you to learn more about our practices and privacy 

settings. 

guides you through key privacy settings for your Go ogle Account 

helps you learn more about our built-in security, privacy controls, and tools to 

help set digital ground rules for your family online 

& Terms provides more context regarding this Privacy Policy and our Terms of Service 

0 How uses cookies 

o Technologies used for 

0 How uses to recognize things like faces in photos 

0 How from 

ads you'll find most useful 
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For e;.ample, if you watch video:; about baking on YouTube, you may ::.ee more ad::. that relate to bal\ing 

as you browse the web. We also may use your IP address to determine your approximate location, so that 

we can serve you ads for a nearby pizza delivery service if you search for "pizza." Learn more about 

ads and you may see ads. 

the people who matter most to you online 

For example, when you type an address in the To, Cc, or Bee field of an email you're composing, Gmail will 

suggest addresses based on the people you contact most frequently. 

phone number 

If you adu yvut pln:Jllt::: llUillbt:::! lu yuul Cfl.l:-uunt, it L-oll bt::: u;,t:::d fut uifft:::lt:::lll f.JUI fJUO>t:::O> Cf\.,IUO>O> Guuylt::: 

services, depending on your settings. For example, your phone number can be used to help you access 

your account if you forget your password, help people find and connect with you, and make the ads you 

see more relevant to you. Learn more 

payment information 

For example, if you add a credit card or other payment method to your Google Account. you can use it to 

buy things across our services, like apps in the Play Store. We may also ask for other information, like a 

business tax ID, to help process your payment. In some cases, we may also need to verify your identity 

and may ask you for information to do this. 

We may also use payment information to verify that you meet age requirements, if, for example, you enter 

:m inr.orrer.t hirthtlBy indir.::~tino yo11're not old eno11oh to h::~vP. ::1 [.;ooole Ar.r.o11nt. p;:;rn morP 

devices 

For example, we can use information from your devices to help you decide which device you'd like to use 

to install an app or view a movie you buy from Google Play. We also use this information to help protect 

your account. 

Android device with Google apps 
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Android device::; vvith Google of.lf.l:=. include device:> ::;old by Google or one of our f.l<Irtner:; and include 

phones, cameras, vehicles, wearables, and televisions. These devices use Google Play Services and other 

pre-installed apps that include services like Gmail, Maps, your phone's camera and phone dialer, text-to· 

speech conversion, keyboard input, and security features. 

Views and interactions with content and ads 

For example, we collect information about views and interactions with ads so we can provide aggregated 

reports to advertisers, like telling them whether we served their ad on a page and whether the ad was 

likely seen by a viewer. We may also measure other interactions, such as how you move your mouse over 

an ad or if you interact with the page on which the ad appears. 

syncea wltn your Google Account 

Your Chrome browsing history is only saved to your account if you've enabled Chrome synchronization 

with your Google Account. Learn more 

services to make and receive calls or send and receive messages 

Examples of these services include: 

Google Hangouts, for making domestic and international calls 

Go ogle Voice, for making calls, sending text messages, and managing voicemail 

Google Fi, for a phone plan 

Sensor data from your device 

Your device may have sensors that can be used to better understand your location and movement. For 

example, an accelerometer can be used to determine your speed and a gyroscope to f1gure out your 

direction of travel. 

Information about things near your device 
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If you u::.e Googlt:'::. Location ::.ervice::. on Android, we can improve the performance of app:; that rely on 

your location, like Google Maps. If you use Google's Location services, your device sends information to 

Go ogle about its location, sensors (like accelerometer), and nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi access points 

(like MAC address and signal strength). Ail these things help to determine your location. You can use your 

device settings to enable Google Location services. Learn more 

puDIICIY accessm1e sources 

For example, we may collect information that's publicly available online or from other public sources to 

help train Google's language models and build features like Google Translate. 

protect against abuse 

For example, information about security threats can help us notify you if we think your account has been 

compromised (at which point we can help you take steps to protect your account). 

advertising and research services on their behalf 

ror el\omple, odverti::>er~ may upload data from their loyalty-cord program::> ::>o that they con better 

understand the performance of their ad campaigns. We only provide aggregated reports to advertisers 

that don't reveal information about individual people. 

deliver our services 

Cxon·•ple.:> of hovv vve u::>e your inforn1otion to deliver our ::>ervice::> include; 

• We use the IP address assigned to your device to send you the data you requested, such as loading a 

You Tube video 

We use unique identifiers stored in cookies on your device to help us authenticate you as the person 

who should have access to your Google Account 

Photos and videos you upload to Google Photos are used to help you create albums, animations, 

and other creations that you can share. learn more 

A flight confirmation email you receive may be used to create a "check-in" button that appears in 

your Gmail 
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When you purcha::.e ::.ervice::. or phy::.ical good::. from u::., you may provide u::. in formation like your 

shipping address or delivery instructions. We use this information for things like processing, fulfilling, 

and delivering your order, and to provide support in connection with the product or service you 

purchase. 

ensure our services are working as intended 

For example, we continuously monitor our systems to look for problems. And if we fmd something wrong 

with a specific feature, reviewing activity information collected before the problem started allows us to f1x 

things more quickly. 

make improvements 

For example, we use cookies to analyze how people interact with our services. And that analysis can help 

us build better products. For example, it may help us discover that it's taking people too long to complete 

a certain task or that they have trouble fmishing steps at all. We can then redesign that feature and 

improve the product for everyone. 

customized se~rch results 

For example, when you're signed in to your Google Account and have the Web & App Activity control 

enabled, you can get more relevant search results that are based on your previous searches and activity 

from other Google services. You can learn more here. You may also get customized search results even 

when you're signed out. If you don't want this level of search customization, you can search and browse 

or turn off search 

personalized ads 

You may also see personalized ads based on information from the advertiser. If you shopped on an 

advertiser's website, for example, they can use that visit information to show you ads. more 

sensitive categories 

When showing you personalized ads, we use topics that we think might be of interest to you based on 

your activity. For example, you may see ads for things like "Cooking and Recipes" or "Air Travel." We don't 
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use topics or show personalized ads based on sensitive categories like race, religion, sexual orientation, or 

health. And we same trom advertisers that use our services. 

may link information 

Google Analytics relies on first-party cookies, which means the cookies are set by the Google Analytics 

customer. Using our systems, data generated through Google Analytics can be linked by the Go ogle 

AnalytlcS customer and by Google to third-party cookies that are related to visits to other websites. l-or 

example, an advertiser may want to use its Go ogle Analytics data to create more relevant ads, or to 

further analyze its traffic. Learn more 

safety and reliability 

Some examples ot how we use your mtormatton to help Keep our serv1ces sate and reltable mclude: 

Collecting and analyzing IP addresses and cookie data to protect against automated abuse. This 

abuse takes many forms, such as sending spam to Gmail users, stealing money from advertisers by 

fraudulently clicking on ads, or censoring content by launching a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 

attack. 

ThR "f;qst Rr.r.otlnt Rr.tivity" fR<'ltnrR in Gm;qif r.Rn hRII1 yo11 finci o11t if Rnrl whRn snmRnnP Rr.r.Rsspci 

your email without your knowledge. This feature shows you information about recent activity in 

Gmail, such as the IP addresses that accessed your mail, the associated location, and the date and 

time of access. Learn more 

detect abuse 

When we detect spam, malware, illegal content, and other forms of abuse on our systems in violation of 

our policies, we may disable your account or take other appropriate action. In certain circumstances, we 

may also report the violation to appropriate authorities. 

combine the information we collect 

Some examples of how we combine the information we collect include: 

When you're signed in to your Google Account and search on Google, you can see search results 

from the public web, along with relevant information from the content you have in other Google 
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products, like Gmail or Google Calendar. This can include things like the status of your upcoming 

tlights, restaurant, and hotel reservations, or your photos. Learn more 

If you have communicated with someone via Gmail and want to add them to a Google Doc or an 

event in Google Calendar, Google makes it easy to do so by autocompleting their email address when 

you start to type in their name. This feature makes it easier to share things with people you know. 

learn more 

The Go ogle app can use data that you have stored in other Google products to show you 

personalized content, depending on your settings. For example, if you have searches stored in your 

Web & App Activity, the Google app can show you news articles and other information about your 

interests, like sports scores, based your activity. Learn more 

If you link your Go ogle Account to your Google Home, you can manage your information and get 

things done through the Google Assistant. For example, you can add events to your Google Calendar 

or get your schedule for the day, ask for status updates on your upcoming flight, or send information 

like drivina directions to vour ohone. Learn more 

your activity on other sites and apps 

This activity might come from your use of Google services, like from syncing your account with Chrome or 

your visits to sites and apps that partner with Go ogle. Many web sites and apps partner with Google to 

improve their content and services. For example, a website might use our advertising services (like 

Ad Sense) or analytics tools (like Google Analytics), or it might embed other content (such as videos from 

YouTube). These services may share information about your activity with Google and, depending on your 

account settings and the products in use (for instance, when a partner uses Google Analytics in 

conjunction with our advertising services), this data may be associated with your personal information. 

Learn more about how Google uses data when you use our partners' sites or apps. 

partner with Google 

There are over 2 million non-Google web sites and apps that partner with Google to show ads. learn more 

specific Google services 

For example, you can delete your from Blogger or Site you own from Go ogle Sites. You can 

also delete revievvs you've left on apps. games, and other content in the Play Store. 
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rely on cookies to function properly 

For example, we use a cookie called 'lbcs' that makes it possible for you to open many Go ogle Docs in one 

browser. Blocking this cookie would prevent Google Docs from working as expected. Learn more 

legal process, or enforceable governmental request 

Like other technology and communications companies, Google regularly receives requests from 

governments and courts around the world to disclose user data. Respect for the privacy and security of 

data you store with Google underpins our approach to complying with these legal requests. Our legal 

team reviews each and every request, regardless of type, and we frequently push back when a request 

appears to be overly broad or doesn't follow the correct process. Learn more in our Transparency Report. 

show trends 

When lots of people start searching for something, it can provide useful information about particular 

trends at that time. Google Trends samples Google web searches to estimate the popularity of searches 

over a certain period of time and shares those results publicly in aggregated terms. Learn more 

specific partners 

For example, we allow YouTube creators and advertisers to work with measurement companies to learn 

about the audience of their You Tube videos or ads, using cookies or similar technologies. Another 

example is merchants on our shopping pages, who use cookies to understand how many different people 

see thP.ir nrorluct list in as. I £Or~rn mnrR <Jho11t thP.sP. n;utners <J nrl how thP.y 11se your inform<Jtion 

servers around the world 

For example, we operate data centers located around tl1e 

available for users. 

third parties 

to help keep our products continuously 
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for e.r.ample, vve process your information to report use statistics to rights holders about how their 

content was used in our services. We may also process your information if people search for your name 

and we display search results for sites containing publicly available information about you. 

appropriate safeguards 

Fv1 e.r.cllli!Jle, vve Ill elY clllvllytlliL.e \Jclld, ut e111..01 Y!JL Ucllcl lu e11~UI e il '-'clll'l I.Je linl\eu lu ulltet Ill rvtlllclliull 

about you. Learn more 

ensure and improve 

For example, we analyze how people interact with advertising to improve the performance of our ads. 

Customizing our services 

For example, we may display a Google Doodle on the Search homepage to celebrate an event speciftc to 

your country. 

Affiliates 

An afftliate is an entity that belongs to the Google group of companies, including the following companies 

that provide consumer services in the EU: Google Ireland Limited, Google Commerce Ltd, Google Payment 

Corp, and Google Dialer Inc. Learn more about the business services the EU. 

Algorithm 

A process or set of rules followed by a computer in performing problem-solving operations. 

Application data cache 

An application data cache is a data repository on a device. It can, for example, enable a web application 

to run without an internet connection and improve the performance of the application by enabling faster 

loading of content. 
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Browser web storage 

Browser web storage enables websites to store data in a browser on a device. When used in "local 

storage" mode, it enables data to be stored across sessions. This makes data retrievable even after a 

browser has been closed and reopened. One technology that facilitates web storage is HTML 5. 

Cookies and similar technologies 

A cookie is a small file containing a string of characters that is sent to your computer when you visit a 

website. When you visit the site again, the cookie allows that site to recognize your browser. Cookies may 

store user preferences and other information. You can configure your browser to refuse all cookies or to 

indicate when a cookie is being sent. However, some website features or services may not function 

[1f0[1Prly witho11t r.nokiP~ I PRrn morP ~ho11t hnw GnnolP II~P>: r:ilokiP;:; ~nrl how GnnQIP ll~P~ rlMR 

including cookies, when you use our partners' sites or apps. 

Device 

A device is a computer that can be used to access Google services. For example, desktop computers. 

tahletK smfHt Sfleakers. anrl smartnhones are ::~I! consir!ererl rlevices. 

Non-personally identifiable information 

This is information that is recorded about users so that it no longer reflects or references an individually

identifiable user. 

IP address 

Every device connected to the Internet is assigned a number known as an Internet protocol (IP) address. 

These numbers are usually assigned in geographic blocks. An IP address can often be used to identify the 

location from which a device is connecting to the Internet. 

Pixel tag 
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A pi,.;el tag j:; a type of technology placed on a web:;ite or within the body of on emoil for the purpo:;e of 

tracking certain activity, such as views of a website or when an email is opened. Pixel tags are often used 

in combination with cookies. 

Personal information 

Till::. 1::. illfUIIIIallulllllal yuu ptuviLl<:: lu u::. with;! I p<::t'=>UIIolly ILlt::llllfle::. yuu, ::.u~;ll o::. yuUI lldlllt::, t:lllofl 

address, or billing information, or other data that can be reasonably linked to such information by Google, 

such as information we associate with your Google Account. 

Sensitive personal information 

Thi:. i::. d partic-ulal Ldlt:yu1y uf f-1"' <>VIla I infutlltdliutt 1 t:lctti119 lu luf-iio.:.;:, :.uo.:-11 c~:. c-unfiLl<::tttialllt<::Llic-dl fac-l;:,, 

racial or ethnic origins, political or religious beliefs, or sexuality. 

Server logs 

Like most web sites, our servers automatically record the page requests made when you visit our sites. 

The;:,e ";:,erver log;:," typically include your vveb ret:tue;:,t, Internet Protocol oddre;:,.,, brovv.,er type, brovv.,er 

language, the date and time of your request, and one or more cookies that may uniquely identify your 

browser. 

A typical log entry for a search for "cars" looks like this: 

. 45. is the Internet Protocol address assigned to the user by the user's ISP. Depending on 

the user's service, a different address may be assigned to the user by their service provider each time 

they connect to the Internet. 

is the date and time of the query . 

http:/ . qoogle. com/ search7q~.cars is the requested URL, including the search query. 

Firef::-;x 5. is the browser and operating system being used. 
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i~ the unique cookie 10 a~~igned to thi~ particular cornputer the fnst time it 

visited Google. (Cookies can be deleted by users. If the user has deleted the cookie from the 

computer since the last time they've visited Google, then it will be the unique cookie ID assigned to 

their device the next time they visit Google from that particular device). 

Unique identifiers 

A unique identifier is a string of characters that can be used to uniquely identify a browser, app, or device. 

Different identifiers vary in how permanent they are, whether they can be reset by users, and how they 

can be accessed. 

Unique identifiers can be used for various purposes, including security and fraud detection, syncing 

services such as your email in box, remembering your preferences, and providing personalized advertising. 

For example, unique identifiers stored in cookies help sites display content in your browser in your 

preferred language. You can configure your browser to refuse all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is 

being sent. Learn more about how uses cookies. 

On other platforms besides browsers, unique identifiers are used to recognize a specific device or app on 

that device. For example, a unique identifier such as the Advertising ID is used to provide relevant 

advertising on Android devices, and can be managed in your device's settings. Unique identifiers may also 

be incorporated into a device by its manufacturer (sometimes called a universally unique 10 or UUID), such 

as tile IMEI-nurn!Jel ur a mutJIIe pllUne. FU! example, a uevlce·::; unique !Llenune1 can ue usell w cusLUilliLe 

our service to your device or analyze device issues related to our services. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

https: //apnews.com/828aefab64d44ll bac257a07c 1 afOecb 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Google wan ts to know where you go so badly that it records your 
movements even when you expl ic itly tell it not to. 

An Associated Press investigation found tbat many Google services on Android devices and 
iPhoncs store your location data even if you've used privacy settings that say they will 
prevent it from doing so. 

Computer-sc ience researchers at Princeton confirmed these findings at the A P's request. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

For the most pm1, Google is upfront about asking permission to use your location information. 
An app like Google Maps will remind you to allow access to location if you use it for 
navigating. If you agree to let it record your location over time, Google Maps will display 
that history for you in a "time! inc'' that maps out your dai ly movements. 

Storing your minute-by-minute travels carries privacy risks and has been used by police to 
determine the location of suspects- such as a warrant that police in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, served on Google last year to find devices near a murder scene. So the company 
will let you "pause., a setting called Location History. 

Googlc says that will prevent the company from remembering where you 've been. Google's 
support page on the subject states: ''You can tum off Location History at any time. With 
Location History off, the places you go are no longer stored." 

That isn' t true. Even with Location History paused, some Google apps automatically store time
stamped location data without asking. 

For example, Google stores a snapshot of where you are when you merely open its Maps app. 
Automatic daily weather updates on Android phones pinpoint roughly where you are. And 
some searches that have nothing to do with location, like "chocolate chip cookies," or 
"kids science kits," pinpoint yom precise latitude and longitude - accurate to the square 
foot- and save it to your Google account. 

The privacy issue affects some two billion users of devices that run Google's Andro id operating 
sothvare and hundreds of mi llions of worldwide iPhone users who rely on Google for 
maps or search. 

Storing location data in violation of a user 's preferences is wrong, said Jonathan Mayer, a 
Princeton computer scientist and fonner chief technologist for the Federal 
Communications Commission's enforcement bureau. A researcher from Mayer's lab 
confinned the AP 's findings on multiple Android devices; the AP conducted its own tests 
on several iPhones that found the same behavior. 

" If you're going to allow users to tum off something called 'Location History: then all. the 
places where you maiJ1tain location history should be turned off," Mayer said. "That seems 
like a pretty straightforward position to have. ,. 

Google says it is being perfectly clear. 

"There are a number of different ways that Google may use location to improve people 's 
experience, including: Location History, Web and App Activity, and through device-level 
Location Services," a Google spokesperson said in a statement to the AP. "We provide 
clear descriptions of these tools, and robust contro ls so people can turn them on or off, and 
delete their histories at any time." 

To stop Google from saving these location markers, the company says, users can turn off 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

another setting, one that does not specifically reference location information. Called "Web 
and App Activity" and enabled by default, that setting stores a variety of infom1ation from 
Google apps and websites to your Google account. 

When paused, it will prevent activity on any device from being saved to your account. But 
leaving "Web & App Activity" on and turning "Location History" off only prevents 
Google from adding your movements to the ''timeline," its visualization of your daily 
travels. It does not stop Google 's collection of other location markers. 

You can delete these location markers by hand, but it's a painstaking process since you have to 
select them individually, unless you want to delete all ofyolu· stored activity. 

You can see the stored location markers on a page in your Google account at 
myactivity.google.com, although they're typically scattered under several different 
headers, many of whi ch are unrelated to location. 

To demonstrate how powerful these other markers can be, the AP created a visual map of the 
movements of Princeton postdoctoral researcher Gunes Acar, who carried an Android 
phone with Location history off, and shared a record of his Google account. 

The map includes Acar's train commute on two trips to New York and visits to The High Line 
park, Chelsea Market, Hell 's Kitchen, Central Park and Harlem. To protect his privacy. 
The AP didn ' t plot the most telling and frequent marker - his home address. 

Huge tech companies are under increasing scrutiny over their data practices, following a series 
of privacy scandals at Facebook and new data-privacy rules recently adopted by the 
European Union. Last year, the business news site Quattz found that Google was tracking 
Android users by collecting the addresses of nearby cellphone towers even if alllocat1on 
services were off. Googl.e changed the practice and insisted it never recorded the data 
anyway. 

Critics say Google's insistence on tracking its users' locations stems from its drive to boost 
advertising revenue. 

''They build advertising 1nfotmation out of data,'' said Peter Lenz, the senior geospatial analyst 
at Dstillery, a rival advertising technology company. "More data for them presumably 
means more profit." 

The AP leamed oftbe issue from K. Shankari, a graduate researcher at UC Berkeley who 
studies the commuting patterns of volunteers in order to help urban planners. She noticed 
that her Android phone prompted her to rate a shopping trip to Kohl 's, even though she 
bad turned Location History off. 

''So how did Google Maps know where I was?'' she asked in a blog post . 

The AP wasn't able to recreate Shankari ' s experience exactly. But its attempts to do so revea led 
Googlc 's tracking. The findings disturbed her. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

"lam not opposed to background location tracking in principle," she said. "It just really bothers 
me that it is not explicitly stated." 

Google offers a more accurate description of how Location History actually works in a place 
you'd only sec if you tum it off- a popup that appears when you " pause" Location 
History on your Google account webpage . There the company notes that "some locatiou 
data may be saved as patt of your activity on other Google services, like Search and 
Maps." 

Google offers additional infom1ation in a popup that appears if you re-activate the "Web & App 
Activity" setting- an uncommon action for many users, since this setting is on by 
default. That popup states that, when active, the setting "saves the things you do on 
Google sites, apps, and services ... and associated information, like location." 

Warnings when you ' re about to turn Location History off via Android and iPhone device 
settings are more difficult to interpret. On Android, the popup explains tbat ''places you go 
with your devices wi II stop being added to your Location History map." On the iPhone, it 
s imply reads, "None of your Google apps will be able to store location data in Location 
History." 

The iPhone text is technically true if potentially misleading. With Location History off, Google 
Maps and other apps store your whereabouts in a section of your account called ''My 
Activity," not "Location History." 

Since 20 14, Google has let advertisers track the effectiveness of online ads at driving foot 
traffic , a featu re that Google bas said relies on user location histories. 

The company is pushing further into such location-aware tracking to drive ad revenue, which 
rose 20 percent last year to $95.4 billion. At a Google Marketing Live summit in July, 
Google executives unveiled a new tool called "' local campaigns" that dynamically uses ads 
to boost in-person store visits. lt says it can measure how well a campaign drove foot 
traffic with data pulled from Google users' location histories. 

Google also says location records stored in My Activity are used to target ads. Ad buyers can 
target ads to specific locations - say, a mile radius around a particular landmark -and 
typically have to pay more to reach this narrower audience. 

While disabling "Web & App Activity" will stop Google from storing location markers, it also 
prevents Google from storing information generated by searches and other activity. That 
can limit the effectiveness of the Google Assistant, the company's dig ital concierge. 

Sean O 'Brien. a Yale Privacy Lab researcher with whom the AP shared its findings, said it is 
"disingenuous" for Google to continuously record these locations even when users disable 
Location History. "To me, it' s something people should know," he said. 
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"Often, Google employees said, the company responds to a single wRrrant with location 
information on dozens or hundreds of devices." 

'This year, one Google employee said, the company received as many as 180 requests in 
one week. Google declined to confirm precise numbers. " 

"The new orders, someti mes called 'geofence' warrants. specifY an area and a time 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

period, and Google gathers informat.!.on tr\:HU Sensorva:ult about the devices that 
were there. lt labels them with anonymous ID numht;:)·s, and detectives look at 

locations and movement patterns to 8ee ifany appeal' relevant to the c rime. 
Once they narrow the field to a few devices they think belong to suspects or 
witnesses, Google reveals the users' names and other information.'' 

"The areas they targeted ranged from single buildings to multiple blocks, and most 
sought data over a few hours. In the Austin case, warrants covered several 
dozen houses around each bombing location, for times ranging from 12 hours to 
a week. It wasn 't clear whether Go ogle responded to all the requests, and 
multiple officia ls said they had seen the company push back on broad searches." 

mn examp name an nmo man ~o a 
journalist after it became part of the police record . Investigators had his 

infonnation because he was w ithin 170 feet of a burglary. Reached by a 
reporter, the man said he was surprised about the release of his data and thought 
he might have appeared because he was a cabdriver. " I drive everywhere." he 
said." 
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httJ)s: //apnews.com/828acfab64d44 11 bac257a07cl afOecb 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Googlc wants to know where you go so badly that it records your 
movements even when you explicitly tell it not to. 

An Associated Press investigation found that many Google services on Android devices and 
iPhones store your location data even if you've used privacy settings that say they will 
prevent it from doing so. 

Computer-science researchers at Princeton confinncd these findings ar the AP 's request. 

For the most par1. Google is upfront about asking permission to use your location information. 
A n app like Google Maps will remind you to allow access to location ifyou use it for 
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navigating. If you agree to let it record your location over time, Google Maps will display 
that history for you in a ''timeline'· that maps out your daily movements. 

Storing your minute-by-minute travels carries privacy risks and has been used by police to 
determine the location of suspects- such as a warrant that police in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, served on Google last year to find devices near a murder scene. So the company 
will let you "pause" a setting called Location History. 

Google says that will prevent the company from remembering where you've been. Google 's 
support page on the subj ect states: "You can tum off Location History at any time. With 
Location History oft~ the places you go arc no longer stored. " 

That isn't true. Even with Location History paused, some Google apps automatically store time
stamped location data without asking. 

For example. Google stores a snapshot of where you are when you merely open its Maps app. 
Automatic daily weather updates on Android phones pinpoint roughly where you are. 
And some searches that have nothing to do with location, like "chocolate chip cookies." 
or "kids science kits," pinpoint your precise latitude and longitude accurate to the 
square foo t - and save it to your Google account. 

The privacy issue affects some two billion users of dev ices that run Google 's Android operating 
software and hundreds of millions of worldwide iPhone users who re ly on Google for 
maps or search. 

Storing location data in violation of a user's preferences is wrong, sa id Jonathan Mayer, a 
Princeton computer scientist and fonner chief technologist for the Federal 
Communications Commission's enforcement bureau. A researcher from Mayer 's lab 
confinned the AP's findings on multiple Android devices; the AP conducted its own tests 
on several iPhones that found the same behavior. 

"lfyou're going to allow users to turn off something called ' Location History,' then all the 
places where you maintain location history should be turned oft:'' Mayer said. "That 
seems like a pretty straightforward position to have. " 

Google says it is being perfectly clear. 

"There are a number of different ways that Google may use location to improve people· s 
experience, including: Location History, Web and App Activity, and through device-level 
Location Services," a Google spokesperson said in a statement to the AP. "We provide 
clear descriptions of these tools, and robust controls so people can turn them on or off, 
and delete their histories at any time." 

To stop Google from saving these location markers. the company says, users can turn ofT 
another setting, one that does not specifically reference location information. Called 
"Web and App Activity" and enabled by default, that setting stores a variety of 
infom1ation from Google apps and websitcs to your Google account. 
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When paused, it will prevent activity on any device from being saved to your account. But 
leaving "Web & App Activity" on and turning "Location History" off only prevents 
Google from adding your movements to the "timeline,'' its visualization of your daily 
travels. lt does not stop Google's collection of other location markers. 

You can delete these location markers by hand, but it's a painstaking process since you have to 
select them individually, unless you want to delete all of your stored activity. 

You can see the stored location markers on a page in your Go ogle account at 
myactivity.googlc.com, although they 're typically scattered under several different 
headers. many of which are unrelated to location. 

To demonstrate how powerful these other markers can be, the AP created a v isual map of the 
movements of Princeton postdoctoral researcher Gunes A car, who carried an Android 
phone with Location history off, and shared a record of his Google account. 

The map includes Acm·'s train commute on two trips to New York and vis it<> to The High Line 
park, Chelsea Market, Hell ' s Kitchen, Central Park and Harlem. To protect his privacy, 
The AP didn' t plot the most telling and frequent marker - his home address. 

Huge tech companies are under increasing scrutiny over their data practices, following a series 
of privacy scandals at Facebook and new data-privacy rules recently adopted by the 
European Union. Last year, the business news site Quartz found that Google was tracking 
Android users by collecting the addresses of nearby cellphone towers even if all location 
services were off. Google changed the practice and insisted it never recorded the data 
anyway . 

Clitics say Google 's insistence on tracking its users ' locations stems from its drive to boost 
adve1tising revenue. 

"They build advertising information out of data," said Peter Lenz, the senior geospatial analyst 
at Dstillery, a rival advertising techJJology company. ''More data for them presumably 
means more profit. '' 

The AP learned of the issue from K. Shankari, a graduate researcher at UC Berkeley who 
studies the commuting pattems of volunteers in order to help urban plallllcrs. She noticed 
that her Android phone prompted her to rate a shopping trip to Kohl's, even though she 
had turned Location History off. 

"So how did Google Maps know where Twas?'' she asked in a blog post . 

The AP wasn ' t able to recreate Shankati ' s experience exactly. But its attempts to do so revealed 
Google 's tracking. The findings disturbed her. 

"Tam not opposed to background location tracking in principle," she said. " It just really bothers 
me that it is not explicitly stated." 
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Go ogle offers a more accurate description of how Location His tory actually works in a place 
you'd only see if you tum it off - a popup that appears when you "pause" Location 
Histo1y on your Google account webpage . There the company notes that "some location 
data may be saved as pa1t o f your activity on other Google services, like Search and 
Maps." 

Google offers additional information in a popup that appears if you re-activate the "Web & App 
Activity" setting - an uncommon action for many users, since this setting is on by 
default. That popup states tbat, when active, the setting "saves the things you do on 
Go ogle sites, apps, and services ... and associated information, like location." 

Warnings when you're about to turn Location Histmy off via Android and iPhone device 
settings are more difficult to interpret. On Android, the popup expla ins that ' ·places you 
go with your devices will stop being added to your Location H istory map.'' On the 
iPhone, it simply reads, "None of your Google apps will be able to store location data in 
Location Histo1y." 

The iPhone text is technically true if potentially misleading. W ith Location History oft~ Google 
Maps and other apps store your whereabouts in a section of your account called "My 
Acti vity," not ·'Location History." 

Since 20 I 4, Google has let advc1tisers track the effectiveness of online ads at driving foot 
traffic. a feature that Google has said relics on user location histories. 

The company is pushing further into such location-aware tracking to drive ad revenue, which 
rose 20 percent last year to $95.4 bil l ion. At a Google Marketing Live summit in. July, 
Google executives unveiled a new tool caUed "local campaigns" that dynamically uses 
ads to boost in-person store visits. It says it can measure how well a campaign drove foot 
traffic with data pulled from Google users' location histories. 

Google also says location records stored in My Activity are used to target ads. Ad buyers can 
ta rget ads to specific Locations - say, a mile radius around a particular landmark - and 
typically have to pay more to reach this nan-ower audience. 

While disabling "Web & App Activity'' will stop Googlc from storing location markers, it also 
prevents Googlc from storing information generated by searches and other activity. That 
can limit the effectiveness of the Google Assistant, the company's digital concierge. 

Sean O'Brien, a Yale Privacy Lab researcher with whom the AP shared its findings , said it is 
' 'disingenuous" for Google to continuously record these locations even when users 
disable Location Hjstory. "To me, it ' s something people should know,'' he said. 
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r;J •• ~ • . ~ D 12:54 
-- - - - - - - -

Set up Now cards? 

To get Now cards, you need to have the following 

on for 

Your searches and browsing activity 

Web & App Activity includes searches, Chrome 

history, and content you bro\Nse ln apps 

Information from your devices 

Device Information includes contacts, calendars, 
apps. mustc, battery me, sensor readings 

Places you go 

Location History creates a private n1ap of where you 
go wtth your logged~in devices 

tEARNMORE 

These settings allow Google to store and use 
information whenever you're stgned in to a Google 
product (Uke Chrome or You rube). By choosing "Vest 
IJm inu, Google will turn these settings on for you. tf 
you choose "Cancel'', your extsting settings stay the 

same. You can manage your settings at any time in 

CANCEl YES) I'M tN 

- -

<J 0 0 
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